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Supreme Court No. 42265 
SU RECORD 
Volume No. 
IN THE 
SUPREME COURT 
OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO 
WILLIAM REKOW 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs 
RONALD WEEKES 
Defendant/Respondent 
Appealed.from the District Court of'the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in andfor the County of'Gem, 
' l' 
Appellant appearing Pro se 
Jill Holinka 
Attorney for Respondent 
SHL!J} f'ILTOX. C 'fl:'rk 
Deputy 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
WILLIAM REKOW, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, SUPREME COURT NO. 42265 
vs. 
RONALD WEEKES, 
Defendant/Respondent. 
SUPPLEMENT AL 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Gem. 
William Rekow 
Appearing pro se 
HONORABLE SUSAN E WIEBE 
District Judge 
Jill Holinka 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD 
950 W. Bannock St. Ste 520 
Boise, ID 83 702 
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Date: 12/4/2014 
Time: 08:38 AM 
T · Judicial District Court - Gem County 
ROA Report 
User: CONKLIN 
1 of 4 Case: CV-2012-0000713 Current Judge: Susan E Wiebe 
William Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
Date 
10/10/2012 
10/11/2012 
10/31/2012 
11/2/2012 
12/21/2012 
1/7/2013 
3/14/2013 
3/22/2013 
1/6/2014 
1/7/2014 
2/3/2014 
2/5/2014 
2/10/2014 
'./11/2014 
4 
Other Claims 
Judge 
New Case Filed Other Claim Tyler D. Smith 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories 8-H, Tyler D. Smith 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Rekow, William Dashan (plaintiff) 
Receipt number: 0004696 Dated: 10/10/2012 Amount: $96.00 (Cash) For: 
Rekow, William Dashan (plaintiff) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Filing And Indexing Notary Statement Paid by: Tyler D. Smith 
Rekow, William Dashan Receipt number: 0004697 Dated: 10/10/2012 
Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Summons: Summons Issued on 10/15/2012 to Ronald Weekes; Assigned Tyler D. Smith 
to RETURN TO PL TF. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Affidavit of Service on 10/11/2012 to Ronald Weekes; Tyler D. Smith 
Assigned to RETURN TO PL TF. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or Tyler D. Smith 
petitioner Paid by: Moore Smith Buxton & Turke, Chtd. Receipt number: 
0005037 Dated: 10/31/2012 Amount: $66.00 (Combination) For: Weekes, 
Ronald (defendant) 
Verified Answer Tyler D. Smith 
Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pre-trial Conference 01/07/2013 09:00 AM) Tyler D. Smith 
Notice Of Hearing 
Notice of Service of Discovery Requests 
Hearing result for Civil Pre-trial Conference scheduled on 01/07/2013 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held - Case needs to be heard in the District Court 
Plaintiff's Request For Pre-Trial Conference 
Response To Request For Trial Setting 
Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial Conference 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 02/24/2014 01:30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Civil Court Trial 03/31/2014 09:00 AM) 
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning 
Defendants Motion to Amend Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial 
Conference 
Tyler D. Smith 
Tyler D. Smith 
Tyler D. Smith 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Defendants Motion to Amend Order Susan E Wiebe 
Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial Conference 
Notice of Hearing 
Defendants Motion to Take Judicial Notice 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Defendants Motion to Dismiss Susan E Wiebe 
Defendants Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Susan E Wiebe 
Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Defendants Motion to Dismiss and Susan E Wiebe 
Motion to Take Judicial Notice 
Notice of Hearing Susan E Wiebe 
Affidavit of Plaintiff in Opposition to Defendants Motion to Amend Order 
Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial Conference 
Affidavit of Witness Kathy Thomas 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Date: 12/4/2014 
Time: 08:38 AM 
Page 2 of 4 
Th" udicial District Court - Gem County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0000713 Current Judge: Susan E Wiebe 
User: CONKLIN 
William Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
William Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
Date 
2/14/2014 
2/18/2014 
2/19/2014 
2/24/2014 
2/27/2014 
3/13/2014 
3/18/2014 
3/25/2014 
3/28/2014 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Defendants Pretrial Statement Susan E Wiebe 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Filing And Indexing Notary Statement Paid by: Susan E Wiebe 
Rekow, William Dashan Receipt number: 0000715 Dated: 2/18/2014 
Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Personal Copy Fee Paid by: Rekow, William Susan E Wiebe 
Dashan Receipt number: 0000715 Dated: 2/18/2014 Amount: $.50 (Cash) 
Defendants Pretrial Statement Susan E Wiebe 
Plaintiffs Pretrial Statement Susan E Wiebe 
Affidavit of Plaintiff in Opposition to Defendants Motion for Judicial Notice Susan E Wiebe 
Defendants Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Susan E Wiebe 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference scheduled on 02/24/2014 01:30 Susan E Wiebe 
PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Tammy Weber 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 pgs 
motion to amend scheduling order 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Motion for Summary Susan E Wiebe 
Judgment (formerly Motion to Dismiss) and Timeline of Case 
Plaintiffs Affidavit in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (formerly Motion to Dismiss) and Timeline of Case 
Notice of Service of Discovery Responses 
Hearing result for Civil Court Trial scheduled on 03/31/2014 09:00 AM: 
Continued 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 04/28/2014 01 :30 PM) Susan E Wiebe 
Hearing Scheduled (Civil Court Trial 05/23/2014 09:00 AM) Susan E Wiebe 
Notice Of Hearing Susan E Wiebe 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/18/2014 01 :30 PM) Susan E Wiebe 
Affidavit of Plaintiff for Verification of Plaintiffs Initial and Supplemental Susan E Wiebe 
Responses to Defendants Disovery Propounded to Plantiff; Errata by 
Clerical Error 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/18/2014 01:30 PM: Susan E Wiebe 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Letha Waddle 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 pgs 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Filing And Indexing Notary Statement Paid by: Susan E Wiebe 
Rekow, William Dashan Receipt number: 0001413 Dated: 3/25/2014 
Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Notice of Motion to Reconsider 
Motion to Reconsider 
Plaintiff's Affidavit and Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint and Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities 
Plaintiffs Affidavit in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint and Exhibits 
Thereto 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Date: 12/4/2014 
Time: 08:38 AM 
3 of 4 
T udicial District Court - Gem County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0000713 Current Judge Susan E Wiebe 
User: CONKLIN 
William Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
Date 
3/28/2014 
4/1/2014 
4/15/2014 
4/22/2014 
4/25/2014 
4/28/2014 
5/23/2014 
6/3/2014 
5/9/2014 
3/23/2014 
?/7/2014 
7/14/2014 
7/17/2014 
'/29/2014 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Notice of Motion Susan E Wiebe 
Notice of Hearing Susan E Wiebe 
[Proposed] Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Defendant's Motion Susan E Wiebe 
to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment 
Order on Motion to Reconsider 
Notice of Hearing 
Notice of Hearing 
Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories to Defenant and Requests for 
Production 
Notice of Service x3 
Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for Admission to Defendant 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint Susan E Wiebe 
Plaintiff's Response to Denfendant's Opposition Susan E Wiebe 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference scheduled on 04/28/2014 01 :30 Susan E Wiebe 
PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Patty Terry for Leda Waddle 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 pgs 
Hearing result for Civil Court Trial scheduled on 05/23/2014 09:00 AM: Susan E Wiebe 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Patty Terry 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 pgs 
Order Granting Defendant's Motion for Directed Verdict Susan E Wiebe 
Civil Disposition entered for: Weekes, Ronald, Defendant; Rekow, William Susan E Wiebe 
Dashan, Plaintiff. Filing date: 6/3/2014 
Case Closed 
Defendants Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants Motion for Attorney Fees and 
Costs 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Defendants Motion for Attorney Susan E Wiebe 
Fees and Costs 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Susan E Wiebe 
by: Rekow, William Dashan (plaintiff) Receipt number: 0002925 Dated: 
6/23/2014 Amount $109.00 (Cash) For: Rekow, William Dashan (plaintiff) 
Supreme Court Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal Susan E Wiebe 
Plaintiff's Affidavit Opposing Defendant's Motion for Award of Attorney Fees Susan E Wiebe 
Order on Motion for Costs and Fees Susan E Wiebe 
Civil Disposition entered for: Weekes, Ronald, Defendant; Rekow, William Susan E Wiebe 
Dashan, Plaintiff. Filing date: 7/17/2014 
Case Closed 
Final Judgment 
Susan E Wiebe 
Susan E Wiebe 
Date: 2/4/2014 
08:38 AM 
4 of 4 
T Judicial District Court - Gem County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0000713 Current Judge: Susan E Wiebe 
William Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
User: CONKLIN 
Dashan Rekow vs. Ronald Weekes 
Date 
8/8/2014 
9/25/2014 
10/27/2014 
0/29/2014 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Conforming A Prepared Susan E Wiebe 
Record, Per Page Paid by: moore smith buxton & turcke Receipt number: 
0003762 Dated: 8/8/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For Susan E Wiebe 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: moore smith buxton & turcke Receipt number: 
0003762 Dated: 8/8/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Defendant/Respondent's Objection to Clerk's Record and Reporters Susan E Wiebe 
Transcript on Appeal and Request for Additions to Record and Transcript 
Notice of Hearing Susan E Wiebe 
Plaintiff's Complaint of Deficiency in Court Clerk's Record on Appeal Susan E Wiebe 
Hearing Scheduled (General Hearing 10/27/2014 01 :30 PM) objection to Susan E Wiebe 
the clerks record 
Hearing result for General Hearing scheduled on 10/27/2014 01 :30 PM: Susan E Wiebe 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Leda Waddle 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 pgs 
objection to the clerks record 
Order to Supplement The Record and Transcript Susan E Wiebe 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, Appellant/Plaintiff 
Pro Se 
~~~~[Q)~~ 
SEP 2 5 2014 
1493 So. Johns Ave. 
Emmett, ID 83617 
(208) 740-7381 
heviarti@gmail.com 
~T~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
) Case No.: No. CV 2012-713 WILLIAM D. REKOW, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT OF Appellant, ) DEFICIENCY IN COURT CLERK'S 
) RECORD ON APPEAL 
vs. ) 
RONNIE L. WEEKES and DOES I 
) 
) 
through V, Inclusive, ) ) 
Appellee ) ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Appellant WILLIAM D. REKOW and lodges 
his assertion that there is a deficiency in the District court 
Clerk's record submitted to the Idaho Supreme Court in response 
to Plaintiff's appeal, to wit: the documents and record of Case 
No. cv-2013-3, the unlawful detainer action judicially noticed 
part 
ust 
-ent 
Appellant/Plaintiff 
Pro Se 
Susan E. BlLxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. !,.Zc,,.,"'"'' 17 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone No.: (208) 331-1800 
Facsimile No.: (208) 331-1202 
Email: seb@msbtlaw.com 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
V. 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through 
V, Inclusive, 
Defendant/Respondent. 
) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
) 
) DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT'S ) OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ) AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT ON ) APPEAL AND REQUEST FOR ) ADDITIONS TO RECORD AND ) TRANSCRIPT 
) ___________ ) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Defendant/Respondent Ronnie Weekes the 
l4 
3. Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and 
to Judicial Notice--filed February l 0, 20 
4. Affidavit of Ronnie Weekes in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss-filed 
Febmary 10, 2014 
5. 
6. 
18,2014 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Defendant's Motion to Take Judicial Notice-field Febmary 10, 2014 
Affidavit of Plaintiff in Opposition to Motion for Judicial Notice-filed Fcbmary 
Affidavit of Kathy Thomas-filed February 14, 2014 
Affidavit of Kevin Debrava-filed Febmary 19, 2014 
Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss-filed 
February 19, 2014 
10. Plaintiff's Reply Affidavit in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and 
Exhibits-filed February 21, 2014 
11. Plaintiff's Memorandum m Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment-filed February 27, 2014 
12. Plaintiff's Affidavit m Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgrnent--filed 
I3. 
I 
2014 
to 
DEFENDANTiRESPONDENT'S OBJECTION 
MOORE S:vtITH BUXTON & TURCKE, 
JitJ n .. /1 . {· By:\,~ t:~ Jill & Holink:a, of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby that a true and correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRt\NSCRIPT ON APPEAL AND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONS TO RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT this ~day of September, 2014 served upon the following individuals and in the corresponding man..11.er: 
William D. Rekow 
c/o Mauri McNaughton 
1600 E. Main St., #5 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
1130-Jrd Avenue N. 
Payette, ID 83661 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
415 E. Main St. 
Emmett, ID 83617 
Clerk of the Court 
Gem County Courthouse 
415 Main Street 
Emmett, ID 83617 
Patty Terry 
Court Reporter 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1 15 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
/ via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email: heviarti@gmail.com 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile (208) 642-6011 ~ via Email: djwiebe@co. washington. id us 
tracie@co. washington id us 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile (208) 365-6172 
via Email 
__ via Hand Delivery 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
via Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
__ via Hand Delivery 
Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Holinka, ISB 
&TURCKE, 
Suite 
Boise, ID 83702 
TclephoneNo.: (208)331-1800 
Facsimile No.: (208) 331-1202 
Email: seh@msbtlaw.com 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
V. 
RONALD WEEKES and DOES I through 
V, Inclusive, 
Defendant/Respondent. 
) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
) DATE: OCTOBER 27, 2014 ) TIME: 1:30 PM 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
NOTICE that a hearing on the Defendant/Respondent Objection to 
's 
's on to 
held on the 27th day 
at 
4. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING 14 served upon the following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
William D. Rekow 
c/o Mauri McNaughton 
1600 E. Main St., #5 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
1130 _3rd AvenueN. 
Payette, ID 83661 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
415 E. Main St. 
Emmett, ID 83617 
Clerk of the Court 
Gem County Courthouse 
415 E. Main Street 
Emmett, ID 83617 
Patty Terry 
Court Reporter 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
ID 605 
U.S. Mail 
:via Facsimile 
/via Email: heviarti@gmail.com 
/via U.S. Mail 
--/via Facsimile (208) 642-601 I 
_v_ via Email: djwiebe@co. washington. id us 
rracie@co. washing/on. id. us 
/via U.S. Mail 
-7 via Facsimile (208) 365-6172 
via Email 
__ via Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
-··· via Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
Hand Delivery 
Lvi:;v1 1u-.._,VUl'\ll"\.VUJVll 0!1 IU/L//LUI'+ Page I of I 
Description William Rekow vs Ronald Weekes CV2012-713 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
Presiding Judge: Judge Wiebe 
Reoorted bv,: Leda Waddle I ' I Hearing ty~e: Objectio~ to the Clerks Record 
Oat 10/27/2014 Location 
-COURTROOM1 
e Speaker Note 
01:29:50 PM I appearances 
01:30:06 PM 
Mr. Rekow 
ge Wiebe 
01:31:23 PM 
Judge Wiebe 
Jill Holinka, attorney for the Defense 
Mr. Rekow, pro se 
Ms. McNauton, assistant to Mr. Rekow 
Mr Rekow presented he intends for the clerks record to 
include the photographs submitted in the unlawful detainer 
case. 
The Court attempted to clarify what parts of the unlawful 
deta.ner. 
Mr. Rekow discussed the photographs submitted during the 
unlawful detainer that he felt they were relative. 
Court denied any additional documents being added from 
that case, other than the Judgment. 
addressed the motions and affidavit. 
inquired of t1is objection to the defenses request. 
the defenses 
Court confirmed payment has been received for the 
augmentation and defendants request 
--·------
to asked the 
4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICTjf:lF I ~ THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM ,., A. · .~ 
WILLIAM D. REKO\X/, ) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER TO SUPPLEMEN 
v. ) RECORD AND TRANSCRI 
) 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through ) 
V, Inclusive, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
________________ ) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
The following materials shall be included in the Clerk's record and transcript: 
1. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss - filed February 10, 2014; 
OCT 2 9 2014 
2. Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss - filed February 10, 
2014; 
3. Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and 
Motion to Take Judicial Notice - filed February 10, 2014; 
4. Affidavit of Ronnie Weekes in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss - filed 
February 10, 2014; 
5. Defendant's Motion to Take Judicial Notice - field February 10, 2014; 
of in Opposition to for 
7. Affidavit of Kathy Thomas - filed February 14, 2014; 
8. Affidavit of Kevin Debrava- filed February 19, 2014; 
ORDER· 
9. Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss - filed February 
19, 2014; 
10. Plaintiffs Reply Affidavit in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and / 
Exhibits - filed February 21, 2014; 
l l. Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment - filed February 27, 2014; 
12. Plaintiffs Affidavit in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment - filedv 
February 27, 2014; 
13. Transcript of May 23, 2014 Trial; and 
14. Final Judgment- filed July 29, 2014. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED the Defendant shall pay 
the estimated amount of $147.00 for the preparation of the Clerk's Record and $357.50 for the 
preparation of the Transcript within seven (7) days of this order. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED the Plaintiff's Motion to 
Supplement the Record with photographs, documents and final judgment in Case No. CV2013-03, 
in the Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Gem, is DENIED. 
DATED this ~day of October, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on thi"' ~y 01/71/J J_ , 2014, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the fo~td;_g'-'" OR~LEMENT THE RECORD AND 
TRANSCRIPT upon the following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
William D. Rekow 
c/o Mauri McNaughton 
1600 E. Main St., #5 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Jill S. Holinka 
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chtd. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite, 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Patty Terry 
Court Reporter 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Clerk 
/ via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email: heviarti@gmail.com 
_Lvia U.S. Mail 
__ via Facsimile (208) 331-1202 
__ via Email: jsh@msbtlaw.com 
_Lvia U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
__ via Hand Delivery 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
__ via Hand Delivery 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
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) 
) 
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) 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Defendant Ronnie Weekes, by and through his undersigned counsel of 
record, the law firm of MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD., pursuant to Rules 7(b)(3) and 
12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and moves this Court for an order dismissing 
Plaintiff's Complaint in its entirety on the grounds that Plaintiff has failed to state any claims 
granted. 1 
1 Defendant has filed a Motion to Amend the Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial Conference to Allow 
Defendant to file a motion for summary judgment pursuant to Rule 56(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Defendant requests that this motion be considered an alternative motion for summary judgment-particularly if the 
Court considers the evidence presented by Defendant that is outside the and/or grants Defendant's Motion 
the Order for Trial and Pretrial Conterence---and either Rule 
or Rules of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
MOTION DISMISS - I 
This motion is supported by the pleadings and affidavits on file, together with the 
Affidavits of Ronnie Weekes and Jill S. Holinka, and the Memorandum in Support of 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, all of which are filed concurrently herewith. 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED. 
DATED this /6flv day of February, 2014. 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
By:_:,._,~~~~-t-~~::::::::::::_~=..L--
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COMES NOW, Defendant Ronnie Weekes ("Weekes"), by and through his undersigned 
counsel of record, the law firm of MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD., pursuant to Rule 
12(b)(6), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and hereby submits his Memorandum in Support 
of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. 1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This case arises out of an employment and tenant relationship gone awry. Plaintiff lived 
at the property at issue for nearly five years and worked for Weekes most of that time. However 
only after Plaintiffs employment was terminated and Weekes sought to increase the rent, 
Plaintiff served his first and only written notice of defects pertaining to the property precipitating 
this lawsuit. For the reasons set forth below, Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon 
which relief may be granted. Accordingly, the Complaint should be dismissed in its entirety, and 
Plaintiff should be required to pay Weekes' attorney fees incurred in defending this frivolous 
action. 
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Weekes owns certain property to wit: 9449 Brill Road, Emmett, Idaho, (the "Property"). 2 
The Property consists of 87.51 acres with an old farmhouse located thereon which was built in 
the early 1900s. 3 Approximately seventy (70) acres of the land surrounding the old farmhouse 
1 As noted in Defendant's Defendant has filed a Motion to Amend the Order Case for Trial 
Pretrial Conference to Allow Defendant to file a motion for summary pursuant Rule 56(b) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant requests that this motion be considered an alternative motion for summary 
judgment, particularly if the Court considers the evidence presented by Defendant that is outside the pleadings, and 
dispensed with either through Rule l2(b)(6) or Rules 56(b) and 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
2 Affidavit of Ronnie Weekes ("Weekes Affidavit"), ,2 and Exhibit A; see also, Verified Complaint to Demand 
Landlord Cure Defects; Award Loss of Value; Award Actual Damages; and Return of Personal Property 
("Complaint"), f2; Verified Answer ("Answer"), f2. 
3 Weekes Affidavit, 12, Exhibits A and B; see also, Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss and Motion to Take Judicial Notice ("Holinka Affidavit"), Exhibit A (Transcript of Unlawful Detainer 
p. L 18 - p. 9, and Holinka to Uniawful 
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has been used for agricultural purposes for over one hundred years, including the time that 
Plaintiff lived at the property.4 
Plaintiff began living at the farmhouse with a former employee of Weekes in 
approximately the winter of 2007. 5 After the former employee's employment ended and that 
employee had vacated the Property, Plaintiff asked if he could continue to live at the Property.6 
On or about June 1, 2008, Weekes and Plaintiff verbally agreed that Plaintiff could reside at the 
old farmhouse for two hundred dollars ($200) per month plus the cost of electricity for the 
house. 7 Although Weekes' father, John "Wayne" Weekes, considered tearing the house down 
during the time Plaintiff lived at the house with the former employee due to the house's 
advanced age, he declined to do so since the house had heat, water, and was otherwise suitable 
for occupancy.8 For his part, Plaintiff accepted the condition of the house "as-is" during the 
majority of his tenancy.9 Although Plaintiff had complained to Weekes over the years about 
issues with the house, Plaintiff's first and only written request to Weekes to repair the Property 
was served on Weekes' former counsel on September 14, 2012, just one day after Plaintiff 
acknowledged receiving a letter of notice of increase in rent. 10 Plaintiff admits that he did not 
pay rent-in any amount-for the months of September 2012 through January 2013; 11 
amounting to $3, l 00.00. 12 
Id. at 
Id. 
7 Id.; see Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit at p. 9, LL 16-18, p. 10, L 4 p. I, L 8; Exhibit B (Complaint for 
Unlawful Detainer and Errata to Complaint for Unlawful Detainer), at 13. 
8 Weekes Affidavit, 14. 
9 Id. at ,5; see also, Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit A at p. 16, LL 9-22. 
1
° Complaint, ,,r4-5, and Exhibits A and B; Answer, 114-5. On the few occasions Plaintiff complained about water 
service to the property, any problems with the water were remedied by Weekes, as admitted to by Plaintiff Holinka 
Affidavit, Exhibit A at p. 13, L 22 - p. 14, L 2, and p.16, L25 - p. 17, L 20. 
11 Holinka Exhibit at p. LL 9; 
Weekes 
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In light of Plaintiffs failure to pay rent, Weekes and his wife, Angela, filed a Complaint 
for Unlawful Detainer on January 7, 2013, in the Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Gem, as Case No. CV 2013-3, Ronald and Angela Weekes v. William D. 
Rekow (the "Unlawful Detainer Case"). 13 The Court heard testimony in the Unlawful Detainer 
Case on January 15, 2013, at the end of which the Court granted the request for unlawful 
detainer. 14 The Court entered its Judgment in the Unlawful Detainer Case on January 29, 2013 
awarding restitution of the Property, costs, and attorney fees to the Weekes totaling $846.00. 15 
The Weekes agreed to allow Plaintiff thirty (30) days (until February 15, 2013) to remove his 
belongings from the property. 16 The farmhouse was tom down in January 2014. 17 
Shortly after being notified of the increase in rent, Plaintiff demanded certain personal 
property alleged to be in Weekes' possession be returned by correspondence dated September 
21, 2012 . 18 The letter identifies four items: ( 1) a "large chassis grease gun assembly and its 
wheel carriage (last known to be in their [Ron and Angela Weekes'] shop in downtown Letha);" 
(2) a "rock drill (painted red);" (3) a "receiver for a trailer hitch sans ball, as it is designed for use 
with drawn farm equipment;" and ( 4) an "adaptor fitting assembly for an air compressor." 19 
These are also the only items alleged to be in Weekes' possession in the Complaint. Yet, by fax 
dated November 9, 2012 (after the Complaint was filed), Plaintiff added a cell phone and a 
'·McCullough Pro Mac chainsaw with a 14 or 1 to the list of items allegedly in Weekes' 
13 Hoiinka Affidavit. Exhibit B. 
14 Id. at Exhibit p. 23, L 6 p. 25, L 15. The Court inquired as to the size of the Property for the purposes of 
determining whether an eviction under Idaho Code §6-310 was appropriate. See Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit A, p. 8, 
L 15 p. 9, L. 5 and p. 11, L 19 p. 12, L 24. The Court ultimately did not make a finding as to the size of the 
Property, although it did grant the motion for unlawful detainer. Id. at p. 23, L 6 - p. 25, L 15. 
15 Id. at Exhibit D. The Judgment was not appealed. 
16 Id. at ~7. 
17 Weekes Affidavit, ,s. 
and Exhibit Answer 
Exhibit C. 
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possession.20 Most recently, by email dated February 6, 2014, Plaintiff added yet more items 
alleged to be in the possession of either Weekes or his father, John "Wayne" Weekes. 21 In that 
ietter, Mr. Rekow admits that his "chassis grease gun and air compressor fitting were 
1 ••22 -,.. T bl c 1 " 1 ,,23 1 • 1 ' • " ' ' ' l' b ' J hn recoverea .... · 1'.ota · y, me snop aoes nm oerong w weeKes at a 1, ut rather to o 
"Wayne" Weekes, who is not a party to this action.24 Further, Weekes asserts that he has never 
taken any of the alleged items to the shop or anywhere else.25 It is further of note that Plaintiff 
has not ascribed any value to any of the items allegedly in Weekes' possession.26 
III. ST AND ARDS OF REVIEW 
Rule 12(b )( 6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows a court to dismiss a claim for 
failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. On a motion to dismiss under Rule 
l 2(b )( 6), the court looks only at the pleadings, and all inferences are viewed in favor of the non-
moving party.27 After drawing all inferences in the non-moving party's favor, the court then 
asks whether a claim for relief has been stated.28 If the court considers matters outside the 
pleadings on a motion to dismiss, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and 
disposed of as provided in Rule 56. IRCP 12(b ). 
In the event the Court treats Weekes' motion as one for summary judgment, the standard 
under Rule 56( c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that "[ s ]ummary judgment is 
Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit G. 
a to be in Weekes' 
instead 
counsel (both prior and that the items are in Defendant's care and control. Holinka 
Exhibit F (Interrogatory No. 16 and RFP 6 and responses thereto). 
Id. The grease gun was referred to in Plaintiffs original letter of September 21, 2012 (Exhibit C to the 
Complaint). 
23 The "shop" is referenced in Plaintiffs letter of September 21, 2012 and his email of February 6, 2014. 
24 Weekes Affidavit, 19. 
2s Id. 
26 Complaint; Holinka Affidavit, Exhibits G and H. 
27 Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Commission, 141 Idaho 129, 1 106 P.3d 455,459 (2005) (citing Young v. Ci~y 
04. 44 P 3d 11 l l 59 
44 P.3d at 1159. 
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proper 'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, 
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. '"29 When considering a motion for summary judgment, a court 
should liberally construe all facts and draw aU reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving 
party.30 Normally, summary judgment must be denied where reasonable persons could reach 
different conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence presented. Id. 
The moving party has the burden of showing the lack of a genuine issue of material 
fact. 31 To meet this burden, the moving party must challenge, in its motion, and establish 
through evidence that no genuine issue of material facts exists on an element of the nonmoving 
party's case. Id. The nonmoving party "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that 
party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, 
must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trail."32 Summary judgment 
is properly granted in favor of the moving party when the nonmoving party fails to establish the 
existence of an element essential to that party's case upon which that party bears the burden of 
proof at trial.33 Where, as here, the action will be tried before the Court without a jury, the trial 
court, as the trier of fact, is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon the 
undisputed evidence properly before it and grant summary judgment despite the possibility of 
29 I.R.C.P. 56(c); Arreguin v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Idaho, 145 Idaho 459, 460, 180 P.3d 498, 500 (2008); Northwest 
Beco-Corp. v. Home Living Service, 136 Idaho 835, 838, 41 P.3d 263, 267 (2002). 
30 Id. (citingS. Griffin Contr., Inc. v. City of Lewiston, 135 Idaho 181,185, 16 P.3d 278,282 (2000)). 31 Northwest Bee-Corp., 136 Idaho at 838, 41 P.3d at 267. 
I.R.C.P. 
71 918P.2d 588(1 
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conflicting inferences. 34 Resolution of the possible conflict between the inferences is within the 
responsibilities of the fact finder. 35 
A. 
IV. ANALYSIS 
Plaintiffs Common Law Claim for Breach of an Implied Warranty of Habitability 
Is Not Cognizable Under Idaho Law. 
Plaintiff's second cause of action, "for breach of the implied warranty of habitability,"36 
is not cognizable under Idaho law and must be dismissed.37 In Worden v. Ordway, the plaintiff 
tenant filed a complaint against the landlord alleging, among others, claims for breach of the 
implied warranty of habitability and violation of Idaho Code §6-320. In upholding the trial 
court's directed verdict on the breach of implied warranty of habitability claim, the Idaho 
Supreme Court noted that Idaho has enacted a statutory version of the implied warranty of 
habitability (Idaho Code §6-320) and that where the legislature has already acted, the court 
should "refrain from changing or expanding a common law rule."38 In light of Worden, 
Plaintiff's claim for breach of an implied warranty of habitability must be dismissed. 
B. Plaintiff's Claim for Violation of the Statutory Warranty of Habitability is Barred 
Because the Propertv at Issue is Larger Than Five Acres and Used for Agricultural 
Purposes. 
Idaho Code §6-320( e) unequivocally provides that the "provisions of this section shall 
not apply to tracts of land of (5) acres or more used for agricultural purposes." The Property 
34 Bauchman-Kingston P LP v. Haroldsen, 149 Idaho 233 P.3d 18, 21 (2008); P.O Ventures, Inc. v. 
The Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233,237, 159 P.3d 870,874 (2007); Riverside Development Co. v 
Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515,519,650 P.2d 657,661 (1982). 
35 P.O Ventures, 144 Idaho at 237, 159 P.3d at 874 (citing Cameron v. Neal, 130 Idaho 898, 900, 950 P.2d 1237, 
1239 (1997)). 
36 Complaint, at p. 4. 
37 Worden v. Ordway, 105 Idaho 719,723,672 P.2d 1049, 1053 (1983). 
38 Worden, 105 Idaho at 723, 672 P.2d at I 053. The court also noted that Idaho common law did not imply a 
covenant to leased a landlord could be forced to leased the lease 
agreement him to do so. Id. 
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consists of an old farmhouse and surrounding acreage used for farming for the last 100 years39 
totaling 87.51 acres according to the Gem County Assessor's Office.40 Plaintiff himself 
previously described the property as encompassing 90 acres. 4 t Thus, it is clear that Idaho Code 
The plain text of the statute clearly states without exception that the "provisions of [Idaho 
Code §6-320) shall not apply to tracts of land of five (5) acres or more used for agricultural 
purposes." Thus, should Plaintiff try and assert that he rented only the farmhouse and not the 
land upon which it is situated, this assertion is without merit. First, there is no such evidence in 
the record. Second, there is no legal mechanism upon which the land can be considered distinct 
from the structure contained thereon. It is a farmhouse on a farm. The words of a statute should 
be given their plain meaning, unless a contrary legislative purpose is expressed or the plain 
meaning creates an absurd result. 43 There is nothing in the statute distinguishing between the 
structure located on an agricultural tract and the agricultural tract itself. If the legislature wished 
to include such a distinction, they could have done so. We must assume its absence is by design. 
This action does not apply to "tracts of land of five (5) acres or more used for agricultural 
purposes."44 In short, the statute bars Plaintiff's claim. 
19 Weekes Affidavit, 
40 Weekes Affidavit, Exhibit B. 
41 Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit A at p. 8, L 18 - p. 9, L 2. 
To the extent that this Court addresses this pleading as a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to LR.C.P. 
consideration of Plaintiffs is deficient. Idaho Code 
to set forth the facts on which he seeks to recover, describe the premises, and set forth any circumstances 
which may have accompanied the failure or breach by the landlord. Here, the Complaint fails to describe the 
Property other than by its mailing address, "9449 Brill Road, County of Gem, State of ldaho."Comp!aint, 11. 
Thus, the Complaint on its face is deficient because it fails to describe the Property in a way that would allow the 
Court to determine whether the statute is applicable. 
43 KGF Development, LLC v. City of Ketchum, 149 Idaho 524,236 P.3d 1284 (2010) (internal citations omitted). 
44 Idaho Code §6-320(e). Notably, other states have provided exceptions that are more clearly defined. For 
example, Washington's residential landlord-tenant act does not apply to rental agreements "for the use of any single-
family residence which are incidental to leases or rentals entered into in connection with a lease of land to be used 
for for for seasonal 
in RCW A 59.1 and 
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C. Plaintifrs Claim for Violation of Idaho Code §6-320 fails to present a justiciable 
case or controversy; Plaintiff lacks standing and the action is Moot because Plaintiff 
No Longer Resides at the Property and the House Has Been Raised. 
Standing is a prerequisite to bringing a cause of action under any statute including Idaho 
Code §6-320. Generally, while most legal doctrines address when and for what an action can be 
initiated, the law of "standing" addresses the question of who may initiate the litigation. "The 
doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party wishes to 
have adjudicated."45 The underlying principle is that only those with a concrete stake in the 
outcome of a contest should be allowed to challenge agency action. 
The essence of the standing inquiry is whether the party seeking to invoke the 
court's jurisdiction has "alleged such a personal stake in the outcome of the 
controversy as to assure the concrete adversariness which sharpens the 
presentation upon which the court so depends for illumination of difficult 
constitutional questions.46 
As refined by subsequent judicial decisions, this requirement of "personal stake" has come to be 
understood to require not only a "distinct palpable injury" to the plaintiff, but also a "fairly 
traceable" causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct.47 
Mootness is another sub-category of justiciability. "A case becomes moot when the 
issues presented are no longer live or the parties lack a legally cognizable interest in the 
residential landlord-tenant act does not apply to "Occupancy under a rental agreement covering premises used by the 
purposes." Neb.Rev.St. 1408(7) (West's 201 
, 116 Idaho 64 l, 778 P.2d 763 (1989). 
Duke Power v. Carolina Environmental 438 U.S. 72 (I 
The constitutional requirements for standing boil down to three requirements: injury in fact, causation, and 
redressability. 
Over the years, our cases have established that the irreducible constitutional minimum of standing 
contains three elements. First, the plaintiff must have suffered an "injury in fact"-an invasion of 
a legally protected interest which is (a) concrete and particularized, and (b) "actual or imminent, 
not 'conjectural' or 'hypothetical."' Second, there must be a causal connection ... Third, it must 
be "likely," as opposed to "speculative," that the injury will be "redressed by a favorable decision. 
504 560 (I and footnotes omitted) 
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outcome .... A case is moot if it presents no justiciable controversy and a judicial determination 
will have no practical effect upon the outcome. "48 
This concept precludes courts from deciding cases which are pureiy hypotheticai 
or advisory. The right or status at issue "may invoke either remedial or 
preventative relief; it may relate to a right that has either been breached or is only 
yet in dispute or a status undisturbed but threatened or endangered; but, in either 
or any event, it must involve actual and existing facts." .... The elements of a 
justiciable controversy include the following: 
A "controversy" in this sense must be one that is appropriate for 
judicial determination. A justiciable controversy is thus distinguished 
from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or abstract character; 
from one that is academic or moot. The controversy must be definite 
and concrete, touching the legal relations of the parties having adverse 
legal interests. It must be a real and substantial controversy admitting 
of specific relief through a decree of a conclusive character, as 
distinguished from an opinion advising what the law would be upon a 
hypothetical state of facts. 49 
"Whether an issue is moot is to be determined at the time of the court's trial or hearing, and not 
at the time of commencing the action."50 
Plaintiff lacks standing to bring this action; an action which has been rendered wholly 
moot. The Complaint requests the following relief: 
(i) That Defendant is ordered to have appropriately licensed and 
bonded tradesman commence repair of the numerous defects in or on the property 
immediately; 
(ii) That Defendant is ordered to pay to Plaintiff the loss of value in 
the amount of Twenty-Three Thousand Six Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
,650.00), said amount computed at the rate of Four Hundred Thirty Dollars 
($430.00) per month for the fifty-five (55) months of tenancy under the defective 
to pay Plaintiff's costs temporary 
in a sum no than Hundred Dollars 
48 Goodson v. Nez Perce County Board of County Commissioners, 133 Idaho 851, 853, 993 P.2d 614,616 (2000). 49 
252 P.3d 705-706 I l ). 
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(v) That Defendant is ordered to pay treble damages to Plaintiff, for 
actual damages, in the amount of Forty-One Thousand Three Hundred Twenty-
Five Dollars ($41,325.00) ... 51 
Plaintiff fails to present a justiciable controversy. First, Plaintiff lacks standing as he 
does not have the right to possession of the Property. Plaintiff was lawfuily evicted from the 
Property by Judgment in the Unlawful Detainer Case, entered on January 29, 2013 and Plaintiff 
has not lived at the Property since at least February 2013. Second, the house has been raised 
from the ground leaving nothing to repair. In short, claims for specific performance to repair 
defects in a destroyed home are moot. The treble damages claimed by Plaintiff are based on an 
estimate in the amount of $13,775.00 he obtained to repair certain items in the house. 52 Aside 
from the fact that the work contemplated by the estimate was never actually performed by the 
contractor and paid for by Plaintiff, the repairs simply cannot be made. 53 Because Plaintiff has 
no right to possession of a home that has since been lawfully destroyed, any associated treble 
damages for repair or other costs associated with relocation during the term ofrepairs are moot.54 
D. Any Claim for Conversion Fails Because Defendant Has Not Wrongfully Possessed 
Plaintiff's Property and Plaintiff Has Failed to Allege Damages. 
Rule 8(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that a pleading setting forth a 
claim for relief shall contain "a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is 
entitled to relief. Although Idaho has long since abandoned technical rules of pleading in 
pp. 
See Complaint at 111 and in the prayer for relief (p. 
Even if the Court determines that Plaintiff's request for damages is not moot, Plaintiffs claim for treble 
in the amount of$41,325.00 must be dismissed because there is no allegation in the Complaint that Plaintiff actually 
paid for the repairs or otherwise incurred the costs set forth in the estimate. 
54 This action is distinguishable from Worden v. Ordway, supra, wherein the Supreme Court found certain statutory 
violations are actionable irrespective of possession by the tenant. Worden, 105 Idaho at 722, 672 P.2d at 1052; See 
Idaho Code §6-320(a)(3) and 6-320(a)(5). However, in Worden, the landlord had wrongfully locked the tenant out 
of the premises and there was a question of fact as to whether the tenant was entitled to possession of the premises. 
that Plaintiff entitled to of the 
148 Idaho 229 P.3d 11 1169 
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favor of what has been termed "notice pleading," a "complaint cannot be sustained if it fails to 
make a short and plain statement of a claim upon which relief may be granted."56 "The key issue 
in determining the validity of a compiaint is whether the adverse party is put on notice of the 
claims brought against it."57 
To the extent one can construe the Complaint as asserting a cause of action for 
conversion, such an action is precluded. Conversion has been defined as "any distinct act of 
dominion wrongfully exerted over another's personal property in denial or inconsistent with his 
rights therein, such as a tortious taking of another's chattels, or any wrongful exercise ... over 
another's goods, depriving him of the possession, permanently or for an indefinite time."58 To 
sufficiently state a claim for conversion, a complaint must allege (1) that the plaintiff is the 
ovvner and entitled to the possession of property therein described; (2) that defendant converted it 
to his own use; and (3) the value of the property, or that the plaintiff has been damaged in a sum 
named. 59 
Here, the only reference to what could possibly be deemed a claim for conversion is 
found in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, which states, "On September 21, 2012, Plaintiff served a 
Letter requesting Return of Personal Property belonging to Plaintiff and in possession of 
Defendant (See Exhibit C attached hereto)." The subject line of the letter states "Re: Retrieval 
of personal property in possession of Weekes, et al. It does not otherwise aver that Weekes 
took the property from Plaintiff, or that Weekes was the property or 
Although paragraph the prayer relief IS to 
56 Gibson v. Ada County Sheriff's Dep 't, 139 Idaho 5, 9, 72 P .3d 845, 849 (2003). 
Id 
18 P.2d ( l 
979 P2d 61 
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return Plaintiff's personal property in its original condition, immediately,"60 the word 
"conversion" never appears in the Complaint. Finally, the Complaint fails to make any 
allegation as to the value of the property alieged to be in Weekes' possession or even the amount 
of da1nages resulting from the alleged "conversion." 
Even assuming Plaintiff's Complaint sufficiently states a cause of action for conversion 
under Rule S(a)(l), his failure to allege all of the required elements of such a claim-namely 
Weekes' conversion of the property to his own use and the value of such property-necessitates 
dismissal of the claim under Rule l 2(b )( 6). Moreover, Plaintiff has never provided any 
statement of the value of the property or any damages he has suffered as a result. 
Additionally, to the extent any of the items are alleged to be in the possession of Weekes' 
father, John "Wayne" Weekes, Plaintiff's conversion claim fails. The elder Weekes is not a 
party to this action. Thus, Plaintiff's claim for conversion as to any items alleged to be in the 
possession of the elder Weekes necessarily fails and must be dismissed. 
E. Plaintiff's Claims Are Barred by the Equitable Doctrines of Unclean Hands, 
Waiver, and Laches. 
Defendant seeks damages in the amount of Twenty-Three Thousand Six Hundred and 
Fifty Dollars ($23,650.00) which represents an award of Four Hundred Thirty Dollars ($430.00) 
per month for the fifty-five (55) months tenancy that Plaintiff purportedly had to endure under 
defective conditions. Even true, which it is not, such a claim is barred under any number of 
The doctrine of laches is an equitable doctrine that arose at a time when there were no 
statutes of limitation applicable to equity claims.61 Early equity courts adopted analogous legal 
109 Idaho 259 706 P.2d I 1370 (Idaho App. l 985). 
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limitations as a rough guide, which presumptively disallowed claims brought beyond the 
analogous legal limitation period.62 To invoke the defense of laches, Idaho requires the 
following elements to be proven: (I) defendant's invasion of plaintiffs rights, (2) delay in 
asserting piaintiffs rights, the piaintiff having had notice and an opportunity to institute a suit, 
(3) lack of knowledge by defendant that plaintiff would assert his rights, and ( 4) mJury or 
prejudice to defendant. 63 
The doctrine of "unclean hands" allows a "court to deny equitable relief to a litigant on 
the ground that his conduct has been inequitable, unfair, and dishonest, or fraudulent and 
deceitful as to the controversy at issue."64 A waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment 
of a known right and "the party asserting the waiver must show that he acted in reasonable 
reliance upon it and that he thereby has altered his position to his detriment."65 
Assuming, arguendo, that Weekes invaded Plaintiff's rights by not fixing any of the 
numerous defects in the property alleged in the Complaint, it is clear that Weekes had no 
knowledge that Plaintiff would assert his rights under Idaho Code §6-320 after living at the 
property for nearly five years (55 months, as alleged in the Complaint), particularly when 
Plaintiff was aware of and agreed to the age and condition of the house at the time he and 
Weekes made their verbal rental agreement. Clearly, Plaintiff was aware of his rights under the 
statute because he has asserted such rights after he received a notice of increase in rent from 
Weekes. 
Plaintiff failed to action to what he as inadequate and 
unsafe living conditions when he knew the statutory prerequisites to filing a claim. Plaintiff was 
62 Id 
63 Landis, 109 Idaho at 259, 706 P.2d at 1370. 
64 Sword 140 Idaho I. 92 P.3d 50 
Fullerton 142 Idaho 136 P.3d 291,295 
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allowed to live at the farmhouse for nearly five years at a very low rental rate of $200 per month 
plus electricity.66 In all that time, Plaintiff failed to make any written complaints requesting 
repairs of what he now considers unsafe and unlivable conditions. Only after the relationship 
between the parties deteriorated and Piaintiff s employment was terminated did Plaintiff make 
any attempt to comply with the requirements of Idaho Code §6-320. At that point, Plaintiff 
failed to pay rent not only for September but for many more months thereafter during which he 
continued to be in possession of the premises. 
Now after the house has been destroyed and he has been evicted, Plaintiff cannot now be 
legally entitled to complain about the condition of the property. It is certainly inequitable for 
Plaintiff to receive a windfall of $23,650.00 representing the loss of value for the entire 55 
months of tenancy as demanded in the Complaint. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For all of the reasons set forth herein, Weekes' respectfully requests that the motion to 
dismiss be granted, Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed in its entirety, and Weekes be awarded his 
costs and attorney fees incurred in defending this matter. 
66 The Plaintiffs damages for electricity serves as but one example of Plaintiff's unclean hands. Plaintiffs 
versions of the terms of the rental are also and should be considered the Court in 
whether he is entitled to the relief Plaintiff informed the Department of Labor he did not agree 
to any reductions in his paycheck for electricity for the house. Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit C at Exhibit B 
Claim Determination). Yet, at the hearing in the Unlawful Detainer Case, Plaintiff acknowledged he agreed to pay 
for the house and electricity.66 Holinka Affidavit, Exhibit A, at p. 17, L 13 - p. 18, L IO. As the court noted, 
[Y]ou have told the Department of Labor something entirely different than you're telling me 
today. You acknowledge that you were supposed to pay rent. You tell them that you didn't 
authorize them to withhold electricity. And then today you tried to tell me that you guys talked 
about it and you knew it was going to be withheld, but now you're not sure how much ought to 
have been withheld.66 
atp. 1,L23~p. L 6. Plaintiffs unclean hands should act as a bar to the claims asserted herein. 
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant in the above-entitled action, 
am over 18 and personal of the facts contained 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of the transcript from the 
trial in Gem County Case No. CV-2013-3, Ronald and Angela Weekes v. William D. Rekow, held 
on January 15, 2013 (the "Unlawful Detainer Case'} 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B are true and accurate copies of the Complaint for 
Unlawfi1l Detainer, filed on January 7, 2013 and Notice of Errata to Complaint for Unlawful 
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Complaint for Unlawful Detainer filed by William D. Rekow in the Unlawful Detainer Case on 
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5. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the Judgment issued in 
the Unlawful Detainer Case on January 29, 2013. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E are true and accurate copies of Defendant's First 
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7. Following the hearing in the Unlawful Detainer Case on January 15, 2013, I 
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remove his belongings from the property. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and accurate copy of a fax I received from 
Plaintiff on November 2012. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and accurate copy of an email I received 
from Plaintiff on February 6, 2014. Parts of the email relating to settlement offers between the 
parties have been redacted. 
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1 MR. REKOW: No, J have nothing in writing, 
2 other than --
3 THE COURT: Did you sign any contracts or 
4 enter into any agreements with Mr. Weekes? Or... 
5 MR. REKOW: The only point at which I signed 
6 any document that I feel could be construed to be 
7 a contract of any kind was with a device that I 
8 feel is not legai or correct in any way, because 
9 it specifies in a legal condition. But... 
10 THE COURT: So, let me ask you this, 
11 Mr. Rekow, is it your belief, then, you're just 
12 to on the forever? 
13 MR. REKOW: No. No, it is not. 
14 THE COURT: Well -
15 :\1R. REKOW: I do believe 
16 
1 7 necessary for 
lB 
19 THE But you understand the law has 
2 0 other remedie'.), right, that you can bring other 
21 suits, and there's other remedies if you believe 
22 that you haven't been paid or compensated 
2 3 completely? You understand that right? 
24 MR. REKOW: Indeed. 
2 5 THE In exercised of 
& As 6 w. Fort St. 
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l January 15, 2013 
2 EMMETT, IDAHO 
3 
4 THE COURT: [Onset of audio} Mr. Weekes, if 
5 have a seat here. ~1r. Rekow1 ifyou'II 
6 have a seat over here. 
7 This is an action for an unlawful 
8 detainer. We can have the parties sworn. 
9 So if both sides will stand, raise your 
10 right hand, and face the clerk. She's going to 
11 place you under oath. 
12 (The plaintiff and the defendant herein 
13 were duly sworn.) 
14 THE COURT: All right. Be seated. 
15 I have some questions I'm going to ask 
16 to the parties before we get started. 
1 7 Let me ask if anybody disputes this. 
18 It looks like, at this point, there was a 
19 landlord/tenant agreement in the lease agreement 
2 0 between the parties. 
21 Is that right, Mr. Rekow? 
22 MR. REKOW: There was only some discussion. 
23 There was no kind of ironclad agreement, other 
24 than --
25 THE COURT: So you have nothing in writing? 
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1 those remedies in that you did, it looks like, 
2 file a complaint and received a judgment from the 
3 Department of Labor; is that right? 
4 MR. REKOW: I was told that receiving that 
5 denies me a right to receive those monies back --
6 or any -- from any other period. 
7 However, I feel that in the case those 
8 monies have already been received and have already 
9 been paid to Weekes, et al, that they are paid for 
10 however many dollars that ends up as fitting in 
11 months. They're paid that far in advance. 
12 THE COURT: I want to talk through 
13 your affirmative defenses. Your first affirmative 
14 defense is that you had asked many times for them 
15 to is that right? 
16 MR REKOW: That is correct. 
17 THE COURT: I'd like to letters or 
18 written demands that you made. 
19 MR. REKOW: Other than the demand that was 
20 made on the 13th, I was unable to give any other 
21 demand because the fall before last was the last 
22 time that I had requested repairs --
23 THE COURT: Okay. I don't need a whole lot 
24 of iengthy -- Idaho Law requires that if, as a 
25 you want to have 
Boise, ID 837 (208) 345-3704 
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1 make demands in writing. 
2 Did you make any demands in writing? 
3 MR. REKOW: Yes. 
4 THE COURT: I would like to see any demands 
5 you made in writing. 
6 MR. REKOW: Do we have the --
7 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: [Inaudible] letter? 
8 MR. REKOW: Yeah. 
9 THE COURT: While you're looking for some 
10 demand in writing, let me move to your second 
11 defense. Yo.u say that they have already received 
12 monies in excess of their claim. 
13 So do you have some type of -- for 
14 example, you say $10,000 -- or $10,399.84. That 
15 was the calculation you put in your answer. 
16 And, as I understand it, that was money 
l 7 that was deducted apparently for electricity; is 
18 that right? 
19 MR. REKOW: They claim that, but there's no 
20 telling exactly what went on, because - do we 
21 have the one that states the code and the 
2 2 Department of Labor --
23 THE COURT: I've reviewed that. 
24 MR. REKOW: And it says in Paren 2, end 
25 paren, that -- anyway, they're supposed to supply 
Page 7 , 
1 MR. REKOW: I'd sure like to see what they 
2 were deducting for the whole time. l'd sure --
3 but all I have at this point is the formulas 
4 supplied by the Department of Labor. 
5 THE COURT: Okay. So I have this letter 
6 dated September 24, 2012. 
7 Counsel, have you seen this? 
8 lt looks like what it essentially says 
9 is: Due to the lack of action, you are going to 
10 take action to remedy the effects, but law would 
11 require that you detail all of your demands. 
12 Did you ever make written demands 
13 saying. "I need this, this, this, and this done"? 
14 MR. REKOW: I think that·· 
15 MS. MCNAUGHTON: That letter gave 
16 from counsel 
l 7 defects and that be cured. 
18 MR REKOW: Right there. 
19 THE COURT: All right. And who is 
20 Mary McNaughton? 
21 MS. MCNAUGHTON: That's me, Your Honor. 
22 MR. REKOW: She does my typing. 
23 THE COlJRT: And, Counsel, did you see that 
24 written demand? 
25 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor. At the time l 
6 
1 a record of deductions made. And, for my entire 
2 period of employment, I received none of these, 
3 which according to that code is a misdemeanor. 
4 And, anyway, it took the Department of 
5 Labor to apprise those records from Weekes for the 
6 six months that they were statutorily allowed to 
7 make a request for. 
8 THE COURT: That you were statutorily 
9 allowed to make a request for? 
10 MR. REKOW: That they were -- the Department 
11 of Labor was statutorily allowed. 
12 THE COURT: The statute of limitations 
13 applies to you. And when you make a demand, if 
14 you wait to make your demand, then you waive any 
15 other claims that you make. 
16 MR. REKOW: But, at this point, I was told 
l 7 that that was the limit for receiving the 
18 documentation was six months. And --
19 THE COURT: For them, it was, yes. 
20 MR. REKQW: Anyway, I don't know. r was 
21 told that I was giving up any other recompense 
22 that I could receive monies back or make other 
23 requests. That's what the Department of Labor 
24 told me. 
25 THE COURT: [Inaudible). 
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1 wasn't counsel for the Weekes, but I have seen it. 
2 THE COURT: Right. You've seen it since 
3 then? 
4 MS. BUXTON: Yes. 
5 THE COURT: Mr. Rekow, it looks like you 
6 were also served at some point, perhaps in 
7 October, with a notice of increase in rent; is 
8 that right? 
9 MR. REKOW: That is correct. 
10 THE COURT: And that happened after you made 
11 the list of demands; is that right? 
12 MR. REKOW: I believe that is correct, ye~. 
13 THE COURT: Ma'am, you're not under 'oath, so 
14 you can't sit there and talk on the record. 
15 The that's in 
16 
l 7 I understand that 
18 THE COURT: No. How many a<;res do you 
19 either think you're winning or that yclu're 
20 responsible for? 
21 MR. REKOW: I don't know thf! actual amount 
22 of acres that constitute the house ar,id area that 
23 I'm given. I haven't stopped and rr1easured it out. 
24 I have a vague idea of the bounda-ries ofit. 
25 anyway, know 
& As 6 W, Fort St,, se, ID 837 (208) 5 704 
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1 Assessor's Office lists the address 9449 Brill 
2 Road as 90 acres. 
3 THE COURT: And you're responsible for the 
4 90 acres? 
5 MR REKOW: Not in its entirety, no. 
6 THE COURT: And you can't tell me how much 
7 money you think should be accredited towards your 
<> rent? 0 
9 MR. REKOW: I believe the -- I believe it's 
10 $10,368 that has been diverted during my time of 
11 employment. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. For your electricity at 
13 the place? 
14 MR. REKOW: As I understand --
15 THE COURT: Well, let me ask this. 
16 Did you pay a dime towards the 
17 electricity at the place you stayed? 
18 MR. REKOW: As far as I understood, I was. 
19 However, the -- after seeing with the pay stub 
20 that was given to me, on the first, last, and only 
21 one that was ever given, directed to me on the day 
22 of my termination, when I saw the amounts and the 
23 fact that the power was to be shut off, which is 
24 apparently a violation of 3620 as a method to get 
25 a tenant out. 
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1 don't have any idea where any of these deducted 
2 and diverted monies actually went 
3 THE COURT: So of $10,000 that was paid, you 
4 believe some of that was supposed to go towards 
5 electricity? 
6 MR. REKOW: I believe it would be reasonable 
7 to think that it should have. I don't know that 
8 it did. 
9 THE COURT: All right And the suit that I 
10 sent to the District Court, that was your suit 
11 seeking damages and specific performance and 
12 is that 
13 MR. REKOW: That would be correct. 
14 THE COURT: All right. How long have you 
15 lived at the 
16 MR. REKOW: A little over four years, 
1 7 four and a half. I can't say that I recall 
18 clearly the date that I first moved in. 
19 THE COURT: Well, I can't tell, Counsel, 
2 O first of all, whether the complaint actually 
21 conforms with the law, because there's no 
22 allegation or anything alleged in the complaint 
23 that tells me the size of the acreage. And, of 
2 4 course, the unlawful detainer statute may or may 
25 not apply to !and over five acres. 
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THE COURT: Well, I'm still -- can you 
answer my question or not? 
MR. REKOW: Yes, I can. 
THE COURT: Okay. Now, you told the 
Department of Labor that, in fact, they couldn't 
deduct money for your electricity; is that right? 
MR. REKOW: I stated that I had never signed 
anything giving them permission to deduct monies. 
THE COURT: Okay. But you're telling me 
today that you thought that that was being 
deducted from your paycheck; is that right? 
MR. REKOW: You know, and I -- during the 
period that I worked there, I began to doubt that 
the monies being deducted were going to electric 
power, because on multiple occasions Idaho Power 
was present, wanting to shut off the power for 
lack of payment. So I don't --
THE COURT: Back to my original question: 
How much money did you pay for electricity? 
MR. REK(?W: Without seeing a record, I can't 
say anything about any time other than that, when 
I was in charge of the electric power after the 
announcement that the power was to be shut off, at 
which point I was paying between 61 and $62 a 
month directly to Idaho Power. Other than that, I 
Page 12 
MR. REKOW: And I did work on that land as 
part of my employment, and I was out on it all the 
time doing things. 
THE COURT: No, f'm not asking you a 
question. I'm asking counsel. 
In reviewing the statute in preparation 
today, one of the things I generally see alleged 
that the statute apparently requires is the 
information as it relates to whether it's 
agricultural land over five acres. 
MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, in Paragraph l of 
the complaint, it identifies the plaintiffs as the 
owners and lessors of premises located at 9449 
Brill Road and an Idaho parcel of less than five 
acres. 
THE COURT: But here, under Mr. Rekow 
is telling me it's actually well over five acres. 
MR. REKOW: That I understand that it is. 
MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, that's not my 
understanding. 
THE COURT: Does anybody have the 
information from the Assessor's Office? 
MR. REKOW: Not on us. And if there was a 
way to go down and receive it, that would be good. 
THE COURT: let me hear from 
se, ID 83702 (208) 345 04 
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1 it reiates to the affirmative defenses, if you 
2 want to walk the Court through. I have some 
3 concern as it relates to, specifically, the lists 
4 of demands that were made and whether or not 
5 defects vvere cured after the demar1ds \Vere made and 
6 whether or not that is an affirmative defense, 
7 because it does appear to apply here. 
B MS. BlJXTON: Your Honor, do you just want me 
9 to give argument, or do you want me to walk 
10 Mr. Weekes through that? 
11. THE COURT: No, I think it's complete. It's 
12 probably sufficient. I want to hear argument as 
13 to why I should grant the unlawful detainer today. 
14 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, I think that the 
15 complaint alleges everything that's required under 
16 the statute. The affirmative defense, the first 
17 affirmative defense is a retaliatory eviction, an 
lB affirmative defense which is recognizable under 
19 the statute and previous case law. 
20 However, r don't think it applies here, 
21 because the -- as Mr. Rekow has indicated, he has 
22 lived at the property for over four years. On 
23 other occasions, he has complained about certain 
24 things liberally to Mr. Weekes. And those items 
25 have been corrected, specifically in regards to 
l second affirmative defense is well taken. 
2 THE COURT: Well, let me ask this, Counsel. 
3 I read as Mr. Rekow is saying, "Look, I've already 
4 paid $10,000. That certainly covers my rent more 
5 than enough, based on what other additional monies 
6 were withheld from my paycheck." 
7 And, if that's the case, whether I find 
8 his rent at $200 or 210 and then pump it up to 
9 700, I agree with Mr. Rekow with the fact that his 
l O rent may very well be covered late into this year. 
11 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, with respect to 
12 that point, the wage determination through the 
13 Department of Labor did require the Weekes to pay 
14 over some of the monies for electric costs back to 
15 Mr. which has been done. 
16 THE COURT: Um-hmm. 
1 7 MS. BUXTON: The was that 
18 Mr. Rekow would pay for the electricity. 
19 THE COURT: Of course, Counsel, I went 
2 O through, and I don't see that that was in writing 
21 in a lease agreement. And all of that has to be 
22 in writing as it relates to a rental or a sale. 
2 3 Do you have a document that I missed 
24 where it was in writing? 
25 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor. The lease 
I 
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water. If there was ever an issue with water, 
those things were corrected. 
With respect to the eviction notice 
that was served in July, I do note that Mr. Weekes 
or excuse me, Mr. Reko,v appears to have signed 
that notice and agreed to it. However, he 
remained on the property at that time. Mr. Weekes 
and Mrs. Weekes took no other action to evict him 
at that point and allowed him to remain under the 
condition that he would continue to pay rent. 
He has not paid rent, as required, in 
September. That was due even before the notice of 
increase in rent was sent. And it was before the 
notice of defects was received. And he has 
continued to I ive there without paying rent. 
So I don't think Mr. Rekow has met his 
burden under the statute to -- that this is a 
retaliatory eviction in any sense. He has 
continued to live there without paying rent. 
With r~;,J>ect to the second affirmative 
defense, that appears to be a defense to a claim 
for damages under -- for failure to pay rent. All 
that the Weekes received in here is possession of 
the property. lbey're not alleging claim for 
damages at this point. So I don't think that 
Page 16 
l agreement and all of its terms were both between 
2 Mr. Rekow and Mr. Weekes. 
3 THE COURT: All right. How about the third 
4 affirmative defense, the warranty of habitability? 
5 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, it's my 
6 understanding that Mr. Rekow lived on the property 
7 prior to a rental agreement being entered into. 
8 THE COURT: Um-hmm. 
9 MS. BUXTON: He lived there with another 
10 former employee of the Weekes. The condition of 
11 the house at the time was explained to Mr. Rekow. 
12 It was explained that if -- they had to terminate 
13 the former employee. At that point the plan was 
14 to destroy the house, because it is a very old 
15 house. rt was built in the 1800s. And they felt 
16 like it was at that point something that 
1 7 wanted demolish it. 
18 THE COURT: Um-hmm. 
19 MS. BUXTON: Mr. Rekow expressed interest in 
2 0 continuing to live at the house in that -- in its 
21 condition it was in at the time. And that was 
22 agreed to as being okay. 
23 It's·· I haven't seen the pictures 
24 that were alleged to be attached to the complaint 
25 in the other case. But it's my !hat 
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1 the condition of the house has deteriorated, not 
2 due to the fault of Mr. or Mrs. Weekes, but due to 
3 the fault of Mr. Rekow during the four and a half 
4 years that he has lived there. 
5 So I don't thirik that therers an issue 
6 of warranty of habitability. His -- the basic 
7 safety and health needs have been satisfied at the 
8 house. Any time there has been an issue with the 
9 water or other issues, those things have been 
10 taken care of. 
11 THE COURT: Mr. Rekow, I'll hear your 
12 responses. 
13 MR. REKOW: Let's see, first of all, there 
14 were indeed a couple of actions taken to attempt 
15 to correct the water. And, after that point, it 
16 was pretty well given up on. 
17 And, at the point that the previous 
18 tenant no longer Jived there, I was actually 
19 offered by Ronny, he says, you know, "I'll employ 
20 you at a given rate, and you pay for the house." 
21 Furthermore, in the question of the 
22 electricity, there's another factor that hasn't 
23 really been mentioned here. The pump that feeds 
24 the house also feeds the farm. And there's really 
25 no way to determine totally how much of the 
Page 19 
1 THE COURT: Because I don't believe any 
2 person should be living in the house, which is 
3 probably why I'm going to have you removed, 
4 because it's not habitable. 
5 MR. REKOW: At this point I have not been 
6 able to use the premises as a residence, because I 
7 don't know if this was explained, but I was 
8 attacked by Mr. Weekes --
9 THE COURT: And, again, not relevant today. 
10 MR. REKOW: -- which directly-- it --
11 that's why the eviction notice -- I consider it 
12 unlawful that eviction was performed, because 
13 it was retaliatory and it was in relation to the 
14 attack. 
15 The 
6 on 
1 7 -- water has not reliably to the 
18 house for easily two years. And when I was 
19 threatened the fall before last with termination 
20 and eviction for asking for any more repairs of 
21 any kind -- I mean, I still have possessions that 
22 I need to move away from the property and the 
23 inclement weather has been --
24 THE COURT: Let me ask this. 
2 5 Wben were you terminated 
18 
l electricity that has been used -- no way to 
2 detennine what has been used by whom. 
3 11-ffi COURT: Why should I hold Mr. Weekes 
4 accountable for that? 
5 rv!R. REKOW: I feei that in such cases I a1n 
6 found to be liable for use of electricity, that 
7 there needs to be a way to separate those services 
8 which have been used directly by and for 
9 Mr. Weekes and by and for the purposes of 
10 Mr. Weekes from those which were used for --
11 11-ffi COURT: Well, that's not what we're here 
12 for today. 
13 MR. REKOW: Okay. 
14 THE COURT: Today we're simply here for 
15 whether or not they get possession of the property 
16 back. 
17 MR. REKOW: And, furthennore, I state that 
18 there's simply no way that I could have caused 
19 these damages to the property. I've got another, 
20 you know, l 7,9.pbotographs here that didn't get 
21 filed as exhibits, because these need to go to the 
22 other one. But I can show you without --
23 11-ffi COURT: No, I agree. 
24 MR. REKOW: I can show you without a doubt 
25 
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1 employment with the Weekes, Mr. Rekow? 
2 MR. REKOW: The tennination of employment 
3 occurred on, I believe, July the 30th. 
4 THE COURT: Okay. And how much rent have 
5 you paid since July the 30th? 
6 MR. REKOW: From July the 30th, I paid $200. 
7 And I don't have the record here, except on a 
8 thumb drive, which you probably can't accept. 
9 THE COURT: Well, Jet's assume that you paid 
10 $200. 
11 Did you pay rent in August? 
12 MR. REKOW: because by that time I 
13 realized --
14 THE COURT: Did you pay rent in SPr\fPnahPr"/ 
15 MR. REKOW: I did not. 
16 THE COURT: Did you pay rent in any of the 
l 7 months since August? 
18 MR. REKOW: I have not, because I feel that 
19 money is already paid. 
20 Now, I paid September l st --
21 THE COURT: Ma'am, are you licensed to 
22 practice law? 
23 MR. REKOW: -- for August. 
24 MS. MCNAUGHTON: No, sir. I just have the 
2 5 records and the dates and 
0) 
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1 documents. 
2 THE COURT: Thank you. 
3 MS. MCNAUGHTON: And that's all I was doing, 
4 was just teiling him the --
5 THE COLTRT: The date? 
6 MS. MCNAUGHTON: ·• the date, yes. 
7 MR REKOW: On September 1st, I did, in 
8 fact, pay for August, because previously I had 
9 been paying at the end of the month of residence. 
10 And, at this point here with the 
11 increase of rent from Mr. Flemming, which 
12 strangely coincides with his retainer fee •• 
13 anyway, by the time that I realized that I had 
14 overpaid these people, not by my choice, you know, 
15 that's a very serious insult I feel that --
16 THE COURT: Well, I'm still trying to figure 
1 7 out how you are proving to the Court that you 
18 overpaid. Because it sounds to me like you have 
19 no records, that you don't support it. 
2 o It sounds to me like --
21 MR. REKOW: We have -- the tennination, 
22 please? 
23 THE COURT: -- you have told the Department 
24 of Labor something entirely different than you're 
25 telling me today. You acknowledge that you were 
Page 
1 with an exact record that shows exactly how much. 
2 But I have to apprise these out of the Weekes. I 
3 believe that according to what is shown there, it 
4 shows it pretty well what I have had taken from 
5 me. And, at this point... 
6 THE COURT: All right. Well, in walking 
7 through the case, starting with your warranty of 
8 habitability, it looks to me, and I think that the 
9 fact of the matter is, the property is old and the 
10 house probably should have been demolished a 
11 couple of years ago. And the Weekes shouldn't 
12 have done you any allowing you to live in 
13 that house, because it looks like it was that old. 
14 MR REKOW: There have been additional --
15 THE 
16 that ~ 
1 7 So I that the v.1l<tTl'lntv 
18 habitability isn't a defense to allow you to 
19 continue to live at the property. In fact, it's 
20 counterintuitive to say, "Yeah, stay at the 
21 property, in a place that's unsafe. 11 It's not in 
22 a condition that it could be easily repaired. I 
23 have looked at the pictures you attached to your 
2 4 answer, and they're very persuasive. 
25 second affirmative defense, 
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1 supposed to pay rent. You tell them that you 
2 didn't authorize them to withhold electricity. 
3 And then today you tried to tell me that you guys 
4 talked about it and you knew it was going to be 
5 withheld, but nov1 you1re not sure how much ought 
6 to have been withheld. 
7 MR. REKOW: You know what I stated to them 
8 was that I had not given them •• 
9 THE COURT: Not authorized, I understand 
10 that. 
11 MR. REKOW: -- any pennission. And, at this 
12 point, we have one, the detennination that shows 
13 the amounts that were deducted. And also we have 
14 the pay stubs that were supplied for -- I believe 
15 it's January through -- February or January 
16 through July. 
17 THE COURT: Let me ask you, Mr. Rekow, do 
18 you have anything else that you want to tell me 
19 that's not either contained in your answer or that 
20 you haven't told me as to why I shouldn't grant 
21 them possessi~ribfthe property? 
22 MR. REKOW: At this point the reason why J 
2 3 feel that, and that there are no records 
24 available, is because they have been unlawfully 
25 not supplied to me. I would be able to supply you 
Page 24 
1 is the one I find more difficult to deal with, is 
2 the money that was withheld for electricity. 
3 That's a separate suit. You guys can sue each 
4 other as much as you like to try to figure out how 
5 to make the funds even. 
6 I'll note, to the extent the Department 
7 could, they did award you $1,273. You sat on your 
8 hands. You did not bring a timely suit. You 
9 didn't bring a demand early enough to have them 
10 award you additional funds. That's why there's a 
11 statute oflimitations, so that someone can't sit 
12 on their hands and make a complaint years later 
13 and try to get a lump sum of money. 
14 I do find, in particular, that there 
15 was an albeit between the 
16 that you be for 
1 7 l don't have 
18 to know what to deduct and what not to deduct as 
19 it relates to electricity, which is part of the 
20 reason that Idaho Law requires that you guys do 
21 all of this stuff in v.Titing. 
22 As it relates to the first affirmative 
23 defense, I can't find that this eviction was in 
2 4 retaliation for a number of reasons. It looks 
25 there were from the 
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weren't followed through with to remove you from 1 
the property. You admit today that, in fact, you 2 
made the rental payment in September and have paid 3 
nothing since then. You're wanting the Court to 4 
rely on incomplete records of an agreement \Vhere 5 
eiectricity was supposed to be taken. 6 
The legal issues as it relates to the 7 
91 i call, the batteries and so forth, I can't find 8 
at this point that this particular eviction is 9 
retaliatory. Based on the history that has gone 10 
on here, certainly there's another suit that you 11 
guys have pending that will sort out most of the 12 
other issues that you have going on. 13 
So, at this point, I'm going to grant 14 
the motion for unlawful detainer. 15 
And, Counsel, if you have an order, 16 
I'll sign that order. 17 
Mr. Weekes, I'll go ahead -- I don't 18 
know if you have copies, but I do want to return 19 
to you the letter and the demand that you guys 20 
have, because I don't know if you have additional 21 
copies or not. And, clearly, you guys may need 22 
those. 23 
MR. WEEKES: Are they mine or-- 24 
THE COURT: They're Mr. Rekow's, I believe. 25 
Page 27 
And, Counsel, as it relates to 1 
attorneys' fees, you'll need to give me an 2 
affidavit of the time spent that supports the 3 
request for attorneys' fees. 4 
MS. BUXTON: Okay, Your Honor. 5 
THE COURT: So rm going to reserve -- and 6 
I'll write this on the judgment - reserve ruling 7 
on the attorneys' fees. And I have just wrote 8 
that in. I have signed the judgment. I do have 9 
the memorandum of costs. 10 
Counsel, I just don't -- I'll need your 11 
as it to request for 12 
MS. BUXTON: Yes, Your Honor, I'll do that. 13 
THE All right You can meet my 14 
across the hall to copy 15 
And have a writ of 16 
I can issue that 17 
MS. BUXTON: Do you do that here, Your 18 
Honor? Or ... 19 
THE COURT: The writ of restitution? 20 
MS. BUXTON: The writ of restitution. 21 
THE COURT: I think the clerks normally 22 
issue the writs. 23 
MS. BUXTON: Okay. Thank you. 24 
is in recess. 25 
& Associates, 6 W. Fort St., 
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So, Mr. Rekow, even though rm going to 
sign the unlawful detainer order, they would have 
to have the writ of restitution issued by my 
clerk. So then it would be up to the sheriff as 
to when the sheriff could get out and have you 
removed. 
I know that you guys have a long 
history here. I'm guessing there was certainly a 
point where you guys got along much better than 
you do now. 
MR. REKOW: I just -- I'd like a reasonable 
amount of time, considering the weather and the 
amount of resources necessary to get out. 
THE COURT: Yeah. Unfortunately, J can't 
give you a reasonable amount of time. All I can 
do is sign this order. You may be able to talk to 
Mr. Weekes and his counsel, and they can give you 
a reasonable time. 
A lot of times when I sign these, what 
the parties d~ is qegotiate and say, "Look, I'm 
not going to have the sheriff come out for seven 
days." But that's up to you guys. And it's up to 
the sheriff. 
The law requires, and I will award, 
costs in the amount of $96. 
Page 28 
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l R E P O RT E R' S C E RT I F I C A T E 
2 
3 
4 I, Tiffany Fisher, RPR, Official Court 
5 Reporter, Counr; of I1\da, State of Idaho, 
6 certify: 
7 That I am the reporter who transcribed 
8 the proceedings had in the above-emitied action 
9 in machine shorthand and thereafter the same was 
10 reduced into typewriting under my direct 
11 supervision; and 
12 That to the extent the audio was audible 
13 and intelligible, the foregoing transcript 
14 contains a full, true, and accurate record of the 
15 proceedings had in the above and foregoing cause, 
16 which was heard at Boise, Idaho. 
17 fN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set 
18 my hand January 28, 2014. 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Tiffany Fisher, RPR, CSR No. 979 
23 Official Court Reporter 
24 
25 
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REPORTER' S CERTIFICATE 
I, Tiffany Fisher, Court Reporter Pro 
Tempore, County of Ada, State of Idaho, hereby 
certify: 
That I am the reporter who took the 
proceedings had in the above-entitled action in 
machine shorthand and thereafter the same was 
reduced into typewriting under my dir~ct 
supervision; and 
That the foregoing transcript contains a 
full, true, and accurate record of the proceedings 
had in the above and foregoing cause. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set 
my hand this 
f 20 if 
porte 
EXHIBIT H 
EXHIBIT ''B'' 
Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE SMITII BUXTON & TuRCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Teiephone No.: (208) 331-i800 
Facsimile No.: (208) 331-1202 
Email: seb@msbtlaw.com 
Jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
£:i .?.I A,~ E 9.M. 
JAN O 7 2013 
SHELLYTILTQN, CLERK Esm<i Orib1ooePurv 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TlflRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
RONALD and ANGELA WEEKES, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. C>J;w 13- > ) 
) COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL ) DETAINER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
______________ ) 
COME NOW, the Plaintiffs, RONALD and ANGELA WEEKES, by and through their 
attorneys of record, MOORE SMITII BUXTON & TuR.cKE, CHTD., and hereby allege a Complaint 
for Unlawful Detainer, as follows: 
1. Plaintiffs are O\Vners and of premises located at 9449 Brill Road, 
than acres. 
3. On or about Jun 1, 2008, the Plaintiffs and Defendant entered into an oral Lease 
Agreement whereby Defendant agreed, under certain terms and conditions, to lease the foregoing 
described premises from the Plaintiff. 
4. terms 
EXHIBIT "B" 
$200.00 per month for rent. 
5. On or about September 12, 2012, Plaintiffs caused to be served on Defendant a 
Notice of Increase in Rent, which increased Defendant's monthly rental to $700.00 commencing 
on October 15, 2012. A true and correct copy of said notice is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" 
and incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full. 
6. The Defendant has failed, even after demand has been made, to pay the rent due 
under the terms of the oral Lease Agreement, and unlawfully remains in possession of the lease 
premises. Specifically, Defendant has failed to pay a total of $1,700.00 for the months of 
September, October and November, 2012. 
6. The Defendant entered upon the premises, holds the premises, and is in default of 
the payment of rent, as set forth herein. 
7. All notices required by law have been served upon the Defendant in the required 
manner, which was served on Defendant by affixing a copy in a conspicuous place on the 
property and by sending a copy through the mail addressed to the tenant at the place where the 
property is situated on December 2, 2012. A true and correct copy of said Notice to Quit and the 
Affidavit of Service are attached hereto as Exhibits "B" and "C", respectively, and incorporated 
herein by this reference as if set forth in full. 
8. reason 
WHEREFORE, pray for Judgment against Defendant as 
L 
Defendants. 
2. For the Plaintiffs' costs, expenses, and attorney's fees incurred herein, 
such attorney fees to be the sum of $750.00 if Judgment is entered by default or such 
matter 
-2 
EXHIBIT "B" 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
DATED this J.f fi-v day of January, 2013. 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TuRCK.E, CHTD. 
By.J~J@ 
Attorneys for Defendants 
~3 
EXHIBIT "B" 
September 12, 2012 
Mr. William Rekow 
9449 Brill Road 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
re: NOTICE OF INCREASE OF RENT 9449 Brill Road 
Dear Mr. Rekow: 
ji·um tire desk of 
Timothy L. Fleming 
Please be advised that I represent Ronnie and Angela Weeks. As you are aware, they are the owners of the residence that you are occupying. Where there is no written lease agreement, you are considered to be enjoying a month to month tenancy of the property. 
In light of the fact that you were terminated from employment with the Weeks\ and considering that an employment benefit to you was your occupancy of this property at a significantly reduced rental amount and this benefit is no longer available to you; 
The purpose of this letter is to provide you with notice, pursuant to Idaho Code §55-307, that the rent for the residence and property that you are occupying will increase to ~700.00 per month, commencing October 15th, 2012. Your first payment is due no later than 4:00 PM on October 15th and each and every month thereafter. Failure to pay on the 15th day of each month by 4:00 PM will result in immediate steps to have you removed from the property for non-pavment .. 
owe $200 for and $100 the part l-14lh). These amounts must also be paid no later than October 15th at 4:00 PM, 
Fh:'m'ing Low Officc:11. PLLC 
Box 814 
i , 
3 
HI IT'' '' EXHIBIT "B" 
In summary, total payment of $1000.00 shall be made no later than October 
15th. 2012 at 4:00 PM. Payment shall be made at Fleming Law Offices, PLLC, 
located at 1312 S. Washington Avenue, Suite F, Alliance Title Building, 
Emmett, Idaho. 83617. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. ~urs. u 
TIMOTHY L. :EMIN7 
TLF/tcb 
cc: client 
~IBlT" '' EXHIBIT HB" 
TO: WilliamD. Rckow 
9449 Brill Road 
Emmett, ID 83617 
NOilCE TO QUlT 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED under the provisions of Idaho law that you have violated your rental agreement in respoot to the premises at 9449 Brill Road, Emmett, Idaho, in that you have failed to pay a total ·ofSJ.700.0Q, which became dues a.~ follows: 
Pate of Charg~ 
September 1, 2012 
October J5) 2012 
October 15, 2012 
November 15, 2012 
TOTAL: 
1:ype of Charge 
Rent 
Rent (proratro-Oct. 
1-14) 
Rent 
Rent 
Amount Due 
$200.00 
$100.00 
$700.00 
'$700.00 
$1,700.00 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that unless you pay the rent now past due within three (3) days from the date of the service of this Notice upon yo~ your tenancy wiH be terminated on that day and you must quit said premises by removing yoursel~ all other persons and all belongings from the premises, and leaving the pmnises in an orderly condition with atl fixed items Installed on the premises- Your failure to comply herewith or to quit said premises will result in immediate Jegal action in which the landlord wiU request a Writ of Restitution against you for possession of the premises, as weH as costs and attorney's fees. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, should you vacate the premises, you are still liable for all of the sums due in accordance with the rental agreement. You are also Hobie for any damages done to the leased premises. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that you have the right to retain counsel to represent you in this matter and the right to defend such action in a court of Jaw. lf the Landford is required to because you failed to pay and/or failed to vacate the pre.mises, the Landlord wiH seek an awt:ird of cos.ts and attorney fees against you, Pursuant to Idaho Code §6-324, attorney fees shall be awarded to the prevailing party in any such action. 
I I '' '' EXHIBIT "B" 
To: 
William D. Rekow 
For: 
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered 950 W. Bannock, Ste. 520 Boise, ID 83702 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ADA 
) 
:ss 
) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVIC[; 
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 29, 2012 to be served on WILLIAM D.REKOW. 
1. Mike Ridgeway, who befng duly sworn, depose and say that on Sunday, December 2, 2012, at 3:15 PM, I: 
SERVED a true copy of the Notice to Quit upon the above named tenant(s), by affixing a copy in a conspicuous place on the property and also sending a copy through the mail addressed to the tenant at the place where the property is situated (pursuant to Idaho code 6·304). Said service was effected at 9449 Brill Road, Emmett, ID 83617. 
! hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over 
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action. 
Reference Number: 124183 Client Reference: Susan E. Buxton 
Subscribed and sworn before me today Monday, December 3, 2012 
EXHIBIT "B" 
... 
... 
u 
... 
... 
Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 \X/ Bannock Street, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone No.: (208) 33i-i800 
Facsimile No.: (208) 331-1202 
Email: seb@msbtlaw.com 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
RONALD and ANGELA WEEKES, 
husband and wife, 
) 
) Case No. CV-2013-3 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) NOTICE OF ERRATA TO COMPLAINT ) FOR UNLAWFUL DETAINER 
V. ) 
) 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
_______________ ) 
COME NOW, the Plaintiffs, RONALD and ANGELA WEEKES, by and through their 
attorneys of record, MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD., and hereby give Notice of Errata 
to Complaint for Unlawful Detainer. 
to attach their Complaint for 
on 7, 3. as A 
of January, 2013. 
EXHIBIT "B" 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
By:_~(,,A-=~......!.-,µ::_.,~........._,,_.,::.. __ _ 
Sus E. Buxton 
Jill S. Holinka 
Attorneys for Defendant 
EXHIBIT 'B" 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF GEM ) 
EXHIBIT A 
VERIFICATION 
RONNIE WEEKES, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
That he is the Plaintiff in the above entitled action; that he has read the within and foregoing Amended and Verified Complaint for Unlawful Detainer, knows the contents thereof, 
and that the statements therein contained are true to the best of his knowledge and belief. 
~~ WEEKES 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this L:;[ day of January, 2013. 
[]
~;.~;~;;;NGER 
OTARY PUBLIC 
TATE OF lDAHO 
~~':Jq,~Y~, •' 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF GEM ) 
Notary Public for Idaho O 
Residing at £w,,.g0, Idaho 1 Commission Expires: 11/,x'l J ;~ 
ANGELA WEEKES, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
That she is the Plaintiff in the above entitled action; that he has read the within and foregoing Amended and Verified Complaint for Unlawful Detainer, knows the contents thereof, 
and that the statements therein contained are true to the best of her knowledge and belief. 
AND SWOILN to 
Notary Pub1icforlda 
Residing at tl:14lY!~daho 
2013. 
NOTICE ERRATA TO COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL DETAINER - 3 
EXHIBIT ffB" 
Commission Expires: Ilg '1 lu{ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF ERRATA TO COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL DETAINER this /5f1,rlay of January, 20 I 3 served 
upon the following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
William D. Rekow 
9449 Brill Road 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Susan 
JillS. 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
__ via Email 
O 
ft 
111 
./ tfr1,{/1?{ ~ l/(71 
NOTICE OF ERRATA TO COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL DETAINER- 4 
EXHIBIT nB" 
EXHIBIT ''C'' 
Will am D. Rekow 
449 Srill Road 
Errunet t, Idaho 8 3 61 7 
(208) 369-3048 
Plaintiff, In Pro Per 
DTSTR:::C'I UDI IAL DI 
IN AND FOR C()Ji CF ICAHO 
RONNIE and ANGELA WSEKES, 
Husband and Wife, 
Plainti fs, 
vs 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Defendant, Wil 
laint fo Unlawf t 
Defendant admits 
l s l 
r L 
int f s' 
status is that of a "month tc 
No. C\:2013 3 
ANS~ER TO COMPLAINT 
UN __,A;,JF:JL C'ETAINER 
[;. re 
t 1 
Lo Plaintiffs' 
y owners; den es their 
9 4 
xh "A 1r, 
I /I t 
EXHIBIT "C" 
3. Defendant denies ent r 
u her state ha h s res 
as he was living at 9449 Bri 1 
Pla ntiffs on 6/1/08. 
leas a 
earl r 
on any date and 
he June 1, 00 dat 
oyment with 
4 • 
cha 
Defendant denies leasing -
Defendant $200.00 per mon 
property and responds that Plaintiffs 
rent, which took from his salary. 
5 . 
2012. 
6. 
Defendant denies that 
Defendant denies owi~g 
have siphoned funds illic tl;· f 
of his employment with Pla~n~~ 
h any letter on ember 12, 
aintiff any rental monies, as Plaintiffs 
De t "•dant 1 sa a , each and every month 
- ' y. 
7. Defendant agrees he is~ ?nant. (PLEASE NOTE, THERE ARE TWO 
PARAGRAPHS NUMBERED "6 11 IN r:rn CCYJ?LAIJH.) 
8. Defendant denies thi al 2ga ion. 
FIRST .AFFIRMATIVE 
Defendant asserts that 1 tiff' act on is fi ed so ely as a means 
of a iat on; and, proffe l hi burden f proof: 
On 7 /2 /12 
1 f 
y. 
r re son 
a tempt o do him serious 
ii) Defendan 's response to at k was a 91 cal and the 
ing of a complaint w y She ff's t ( 
EXHIBIT "C" 
#02 1 for assau t and batte 
rec i a copy of that 
Court to take judicial not ce o :-
Lindstrom, Badge #288. 
Oe s en unable to timely 
reto; and, would ask the 
l' rl v. Deputy Gary 
iii_) On July 30, 2012 Plai:1ti. .c ·" rveJ a no_ ce of eviction, termination of 
employment, and Plaintiffs' t cease 1 c rical service to the rental 
property. A copy of this not ce f ev ction, etc. is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A". 
iv) Throughout Defendant's perioa of , each time he requested 
Plaintiffs; rectify the lack o 
Weekes threatened to evict Def n t a,,c to erminate his employment. 
P.FFFIRMA'.:'IVE DEFENSE 
Defendant asserts that~ i 1 havE, l re rece monies far 
in excess of their claim. ng '.) the trnent of Labor, Divis of 
& Hour for the St te o th x (6) mon hs February 1, 2012 
throu July 31, 20 2, il it y ted unauthorized amounts 
0 3 oc J\ 
' 
/. rom fenda t's s lary f ru ng 
ce Offi r a 0 ''B . ) 
-
r 0 
0 l "l l~ ; red $1 , 9 .84. 
THIFD AIFI~IATIVE DEFENSE 
Defendant asserts hat~ '',:arrc:r:ty of habi ab l ty" incumbent upon 
iffs', as mandated unde denied Defendant. 
EXHIBIT "C" 
bit C" attached hereto s ( he heal h, safety and other 
de ect of the 
WHEREFORE, Defendant pray aga t the Plaintiffs as follows: 
1. That Defendant's status as a month to monL1 tenant be confirmed; 
2. That Plaintiffs take no h y of their Complaint; 
3. That each party bear cc s, e penses and fees incurred in 
bri ng or defending aga ns~ 
4 • That Plaintiffs are fro::n dest ng the 9449 Brill Road 
residence in question unti case tc cure defects, Case No. 
012-713 is udicated; 
5 . For such other and furt - le as t~e Court deems just and proper 
in the premises. 
DATED: January 14, 2013 
EXHIBIT "C" 

copy of the abow. 
above o:o 
f'-J~r--na• "': 
, ....... Jll"-'• -----·--------
Idaho Department of Labor 
Wage and Hour Section 
4514 Themas Jefferson SI. 
Caldwell, ID 83605-5100 
Phone: (208) 364-7783 ext. 3195 
Fax: (208) 454-7720 
Claimant: 
William DaShan Rekow 
9449 Brill Rd 
Emmett, ID 83617 
Claim No: 16784 
Respondent: 
Weekes Trucking Inc. 
PO Box 37 
Letha, ID 83636 
AND AWARD 
The claimant is hereby awarded payment in the amount of $1,273.00, this amount includes $1,175.00, an 
amount equal to the wages found to :1ave withheld plus $98.00 for 12.25 hours @ $8.00 per 
hour. 
Total award to the claimant is $1 
the Department of Labor, Wage and Hour 
of this Determination. 
:nust be made payable to the claimant and be sent to 
at the address listed above, within 14 days of the date 
ISSUES 
The issues before the Department are whether the claimant has been paid for all wages due in accordance 
with Idaho Code §45-608, and whether the claimant's were withheld or diverted from the payroll check 
in violation of Idaho Code §45-609. 
The above-entitled matter was reviewed the Wage and Hour Section of the Department of Labor on 
November 9, 2012, in accordance with the provisions of title 45, chapter 6, Idaho Code. 
0 
• The claimant filed a wage claim 
to unauthorized deductiors 
record of his hours worked for the 
on 9/13/12. The additional wages 
OF 
• for 
~e ~e 
with a 
Department .was not by the claimant but she did dispute 
his hourly rate of pay. She told the hourly rate was $8.00 per hour. She 
told the Department that the payroll deductions as "draws" were to cover the rent and electricity 
usage. The Department received the respondent's written response to the wage claim along with 
documentation. 
• The claimant did not dispute a $200.00 monthly payroll deduction as payment of his rent He 
acknowledged that he verbally deduction but he disputed the amounts deducted for 
award was calcuiated based on 
Claimant's Hours 
Record of Unauthorized 
Hours worked 
Mar. 180.10 
Apr. 181.40 187 .5 
May 132.25 132 $300.00 
Jun. 104.25 104.25 $300.00 
Jul. 151.50 $375.00 (power} 
Tot. 729.50 737.25 $i, 175.00 
The claimant has established he worked for the respondent and a record of hours worked had been kept. Since the respondent, Angela told the that she was not disputing the claimant's record of hours; the Department will accept the of hours as fact. Since the respondent did not have the written authorization from the claimant to withhold wages to cover the bill for electricity usage, the 
respondent is in violation of Idaho Code section 45-6Df). If the respondent feels the claimant is responsible for reimbursing them for the utility usarJe, the wcuid hav~ to pursue the matter through small 
claims court of any court of competent 
November 9, 2012 
Date of Mailing 
November 23, 2012 
Last Day to appeal 
Idaho Code §45-608 states that every all 'Nages due to their employees at least once during each calendar month. on regular in advance by the employer, in lawful money 
of the United States or with checks on wi·1ere suitable arrangements are made for the cashing of 
such checks without charge to the employee. 
Idaho Code §45-609 states that no 
unless 1) the employer is required or 
" written authorization, signed by the 
from 
UJVif'n,1n and signed the 
personal delivery, mail, or by fax to 
the top of this Determination. If mailed, 
appeal. Emailed appeals will not be 
by 5:00 p.m. Mountain Time on a 
by the Wage and Hour Section on a 
shall be deemed filed on the next business 
Determination shall become final. 
or divert any portion of an employee's wages 
so state or federal law, or 2) the employer has 
deduction a purpose. 
apciea1 may 
Section of the Department at the address on 
postmmked no later than the last day to file an 
apr>em theit by the Wage and Hour Section 
deemed filed on that date. A faxed appeal received 
holiday, or after p.m. Mountain Time on a business day 
If no is filed by 5:00 p.m. on the 141h day, this 
EXHIBIT ''D'' 
Susan Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE BUXTON & 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No.: (208) 331-1800 
Facsimile No.: (208) 331-1202 
Email: 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
RE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL D1STR1CT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, [N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
RONALD and ANGELA WEEKES, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CV 2013-3 
) 
) JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------- ) 
It appearing to the Court that the Defendant above named has been duly and regularly 
served with process and has accepted of a 
on the day of January, 
1 at 
and 
· and this matter 
ll.15a.m.; 
of Summons Complaint in this action 
come court on 
It appearing to the Court that Plaintiffs are entitled to judgment against Defendant for 
restitution of those certain premises located at 9449 Brill Road, Emmett, Idaho, and the Court 
being advised in 
- 1 
EXHIBIT "D" 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
1. That a Writ of Restitution be issued for the immediate restitution to Plaintiffs of 
those certain premises located at 9449 Brill Road, Emmett, Idaho, owned by Plaintiffs and 
presently in the possession of Defendant; 
2. For costs in the amount of $96.00; and 
3. For attorneys' fees in the amount of 
DATED this 
y\ 
· day of January, 2013. 
:lf,, .. 
Tyl.er.o~ S'mitlt 
Hon. Tyler D. Smith 
CERTIFICATE 01<' SERVICE 
thereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT this 
day 2013 served upon the following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
Susan E. Buxton 
Jill S. Holinka 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
7 
Clerk 
EXHIBIT "D" 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
EXHIBIT ''E'' 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No.: (208) 331-1800 
Facsimile No .. (208) 331-1202 
Email: seb@mshtlaw com 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys/or Defendant 
Cmn. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TIIIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, ) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
Plaintiff, ) 
) DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
v. ) REQUESTS FOR ADMISSJON TO 
) PLAINTIFF 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through ) 
V, Inclusive, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
----------------- ) 
TO: Plaintii( William D. Rekow 
NOTICE, the Defendant, and 
his record, requests that you admit and respond to the following 
the date to Rule 3 
Boise, Idaho 83702, within the time period provided the rule. 
EXHIBIT "E" 
the 
admission are deemed to be you or any other 
person on your to and 
knowledge is obtained subsequent to service of your answers as required by the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
DEFINITIONS 
A. The term "document" means and includes any kind of written, typevvritten L)r 
printed, recorded, or graphic matters, however produced or reproduced, of which you have any 
knowledge or information, whether in your possession or under your control or not, relating or 
pertaining in any way to the subject matter of this action. This definition includes, but is not 
limited to, any and all originals, all fik copies and alt other copies, no matter how or by whom 
prepared, and all drafts prepared in connection with such writings, whether used or not, of the 
following: papers, agreements, contracts, notices, memoranda, correspondence, letters, 
telegrams, telexes, cabks, statements, books, invoices, purchase orders, reports, studies, treatises, 
articles, transcripts, minutes, records, telephone logs, accounting books, maps, photographs, 
films, transcriptions and r.::cordings, settlements, notes, summaries, schedules, drawings, 
sketches, acknowledgments, diaries, tap<.:s, pictures, computer programs, or other 
recorded or retaken materials of any nature whatsoever. Any document which contains 
any notations, insertion, or is not part another 
document is to be 
and 
EXHIBIT "E" 
C. The term when used with respect to a document, or the description or 
shall be deemed to inciude for the information 
""'"~.,,rtc to that document: 
A description of the nature and substance of the document, including the 
date, if any, which the document bears and the persons to whom the 
document was sent; 
2. The names of all persons who executed or participated in the preparation 
of the document; 
3. The prescnt location of the original and all copies of the document; and 
4. The nami..:s of all persons having possession, custody or control, and who 
have ever had possession, custody or control, of each such original and 
legible copy. 
D. The tenn "identify" when used with respect to a person, or a request for the 
or identification of a person, shall be deemed to inciude a request for the following 
with respect to such person: 
1. The person's full name; 
2. The person' last known address, and, if a natural person, the 
known residence; 
3. The 
the person is an the nature of its business 
- 3 
EXHIBIT "E" 
last 
E. The term "property" refers to the real property located at 9449 Drill Road, 
83617 that is the subject of the 
REQUESTS FOR AU:WISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit that you signed the Notice of Eviction 
attached as Exhibit E to the Complaint. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit that electrical power to the property was 
not turned off on August 4, 2012. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Admit that you did not vacate the property on 
or before August 3 I, 2012 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Admit that you allowed other persons to reside 
at the property without obtaining prior written or verbal approval from Defendant. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Admit that you have not paid rent for the 
months of September, October and November 2012. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Admit that the rental agreement with Defendant 
provided for termination of the tenancy upon termination of employment with Weekes Trncking, 
Inc. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Admit that your with 
Inc. ended on or about July 2012. 
your rental 
to Defendant any of the fled in B to the 
EXHIBIT "E" 
DATED this! day of December, 2012. 
& TURCKE, 
the firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTH'ICATE (}F SERVICE 
) 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing DJ[FENDANT'S FIRST 
SET REQUESETS FOR ADMISSION this I i 11 day of December, 20 l 2 served upon the 
following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
William D. Rekow 
9449 Bnll Road 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
/ . l' ~ ~ ,f ·1 ~ via J.S. d a1 
via Facsimile 
via Email 
EXHIBIT "E" 
/\ 
W LLIAM D. REKOVv 
Road 
Pla n Pro 
IN THE DISTRI2T 
THE STA OF 
W LLIAM D. REKOW, 
laintiff, 
RONALD L WEEKES and 
DOES I throu V, 
nclusive, 
Defe:1dants. 
PLAINTIFF, W 
to Defendant's 
Request 1· f 
0 I.J nt 1 r. ~ 
s 0 2 .. 
Ca 
on 
0 
E El E 
. IRJ JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
FOR THE COUNTY OF GEN 
o. Cv'20 2-713 
1 deni and/or ects 
fo 1 
, a the Exh 
2ompl t •~ 
CO) 
Request 2: Plaintif+ 1,1a ed y r, the ele ri 
Service provide, poss io f 
t 
EXHIBIT "E" 
\\ // 
0 August Jl th 
" f 
2012 0 t 4 Br 11 acc:::i in Defendant's 
narne. 
Request 3: Pl.a .t th s reques~, as the a nee 
of rental monies inued O an iff's ri t to 
maintain his month-to-m0n C y of the premises. Idaho Code 
Section 
Request 4: Pl a TL. i 2 e ~ a Dofenjanl ever imposed a 
restriction on PlaintifF regardi ur approva or advance 
notification of the o 1 rti y of oersons resident on 
the ses. Notwi he forego ng response, Plaintiff, 
as a courtesy <, y' GJ. n rm De end2nt of any other persons 
resident, only to have J2E es I\I don ' t care . '' 
Request 5: fendant an:, 
Hi ly s d mo ies ir: 1 gh of t>e L 
t· 
G funds from !?la nt 
-~ ~ any he ,, 0<": nt h 
s oun ng 
a misdemeano of 
Request 6: Plant :Le 0 ny menti 
i 
EXHIBIT "E" 
way ndent upon s employment with Weekes 
nda 
Request 7: Plai i t \\ s ended 11 
on July 30th, 2012 and s~at ~ he was ~rongfully terminated 
Defendant Ronnie ~ee fter repo ng Ronnie Weekes to 
the Gem County Sheriff c t ter upon Plain ti f on ,Ju y 2 
2012. The forego k Plain if was Defendant's 
response to Pla ntiff's s again) for a reliable source 
of water into the Bril , (('i'''r' 1+Q"'l6.\ T?:,,!J!(o nouse. ,~~u "L~ , 
Request 8: P a ~th made any agreerrent to 
pay forte "property'~' Not thstanding the fore-
going, Plai tiffs a es comrni t ted raud charg ng 
Plaintiff monies t t city used 
Defendant to provide ¥' c,() r:.~ li s k, run endant's 
equ , and/or prov De: ndant' outbu ldings, 
C. I l .1. in or 
t 1 
t 9: 
.l 
nfesta on, nd 
' s :'.'espori 
o these sts i "If you don't stop 
:for and thrown out "You're 
not to 'hol.d 
EXHIBIT" n 
"You don't pay me £or me to do anything.n 
D: n y 
' / 
Led 
EXHIBIT'' " 

I, 
Action, declare that on 
Request for Admissions (First Set), on 
Of Plaintiffs Responses in the United 
Follows: 
Jill S. Holinka, 
950 West Bannock 
Suite 520 
Boise. [daho 
By 
age not a 
serve the Plaintiffs Responses to Defendant's 
attorney for Defendant, by placing a true and correct copy 
mail, first class postage fully paid, addressed as 
I declare the foregoing to b~ true and con-ect. Executed clay of January, 
2013, at Gem County, 
EXHIBIT "E" 
EXHIBIT ''F'' 
Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, TSB #6563 
& 
Suite 520 
l'elcphone ~o.: ("208) 331-1800 
Facsimile N:o.: (208) 331 1202 
Email: seh@mshtlawcom 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Atlorneysfor Defendant 
fN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST I\ TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COLNTY OF OEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, ) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
Plaintiff, ) 
) DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
v. ) INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
) FOR PRODUCTION TO PLAINTIFF 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through ) 
[ncl usi ve, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
------------------- ) 
TO· Plaintiff, William D. 
WILL PLEASF TAKE the Ronnie Weekes, and through 
his counsel you admit and to the 
Buxton Jill S. ! BUXTON & W. 
Suite 520, Boise, Idaho 83 702, the time period provided by the rule. 
EXHIBIT "F" 
DEFINITIONS 
term '\locument" means and includes any or 
printed, recorded, or graphic matters, however produced or reproduced, of which you have any 
knowledge or infonnation, whether in your possession or under your control or not, relating or 
pertaining in any way to the subject matter of this action. This definition includes, but is not 
limited to, any and all originals, all fik copies and all other copies, no matter how or by whom 
prepared, and all drafts prepared in connection with such writings, whether used or not, of the 
toUowing: papers, agreements, contracts, notices, memoranda, correspondence, letters, 
telegrams, telexes, cables, statements, books, invoices, purchase orders, reports, studies, treatises, 
:uticles, transcripts, minutes, records, telephone logs, accounting books, maps, photographs, 
films, transcriptions and recordings, settlements, note$, summaries, schedules, drawings, 
sketches, acknowledgments, diaries, tapes, pictures, computer programs, or other graphic, 
symbolic, rccordeJ or retaken materials of any nature whatsoever. Any document which contains 
any comments, notations, addition, insertion, or marking of any kind which is not part of another 
document is to be considered as a separate document. 
13. The terms "you" and ·'your" refer to Plaintiff, Plaintiff's agents, employees, 
representatives, investigators, consultants and attorneys. 
C. The term when use<l to a document, or the description or 
fication of shall be to ii the 
and 
date, if any, the document bears and persons to whom the 
document was sent; 
EXHIBIT "F" 
2. The names of all persons who executed or participated in the preparation 
of the document; 
3. The present location of the original and all copies of the document: and 
4. The names of all persons having possession, custody or control, and who 
have ever had possession, custody or control, of each such original and 
legible copy. 
D. The term "identify" when used with respect to a person, or a request for the 
description or identification of a person, shall be deemed to include a request for the following 
information with respect to such person: 
your 
1. The person's full name; 
2. The person's last known address, and, if a natural person, the person's last 
known residence; 
3. Thi.: person's business and residence telephone numbers; 
4. If a natural person, the person's company affiliation and the person's 
occupation and duties;-
5. If the person is an entity, the nature of its business activities. 
The term "property" refers to the real property located at 9449 Brill 
Idaho 83617 rs of the Complaint. 
you 
to to you, 
experts, employees, agents, representatives, guardians, or any 
EXHIBIT "F" 
person or persons acting on your behalf, not merely such information as is known by you on 
If you cannot answer any of the following Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production in full, after exercising due diligence to secure the information to do so, so state, and 
answer to the extent possible, specifying your inability to answer the remainder, and stating 
whatever information and knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portion. 
C. These Interrogatories are continuing, and the answers thereto must be 
supplemented to the ma\'.imum extent authori:zed by law and the applicable rules. If, after 
responding to these fnterrogatories you acquire any information responsive thereto, you arc 
requested to file and serve supplemental responses containing such information, as required by 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please identify each person who has facts regarding this 
matter and the substance of those facts. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please identify each person that you will cal! to testify at 
the trial of this matter and the facts or other information to which that person will testify. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify all experts who will testify 
trial of matter slate and explain the 
11 
and of 
I:\1TERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify 
you at the 
that 
who have 
had discussions or other communications with the Defendant, or its representatives, about the 
EXHIBIT "F" 
matter of suit and identify when such or and 
and nature or 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please list each and every communication, whether 
written or verbal, you had with Defendant relating to alleged defects at the property. For each 
communication, please identify lowing: 
(a) The date of the communication; 
(b) The parties to the communication; 
(c) The substance of the communication; and 
(d) Whether the communication was written or verbal. 
INTlm.ROGATORY NO. 7: Please identify all persons who lived at the propetiy 
during your tenancy and for each person, identify whether you obtained permission from 
Defendant prior to allowing such person to reside at the property. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: For each person identified in your answer to Interrogatory 
No. 7, please state the dates such person occupied the property. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please state the date or dates 
Exhibit G to the Complaint were taken. 
photos describ~d in 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please identify who took the photos described in 
G to 
Please in full and the method 
f 
EXHIBIT "F" 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Please describe, in full and complete all facts and 
circumstances which form Lhc basis your in paragraph 13 of the Complaint that 
"Defendant misrepresented the state of the prope1iy as to habitability .... " 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please state the date your tenancy at the property began. 
I.'l'TERROGATORY NO. 14: Please describe, in full and complete detail, all actions 
taken by you prior to July 30, 2012 to repair or remed:, thu defects alleged in Exhibit B to the 
Complaint. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please describe, in full and complete detail, all 
complaints you made to Defendant relating to alleged defects at the property prior to July 30, 
2012. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please identify, in full and complete detail (i.e. by serial 
number, make, model, or other description) the personal property alleged to be in Defendant's 
possession. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: If you denied, in whole or in part, any of the Requests 
for Admission served concurrently herewith, please identify all facts, documents, item of 
evidence or piece of information that supports such denial, and explain your reasons for such 
denial or qualified denial. 
Please 111 and the 
2012, of defects the rental r,rr,·nP>'t in 8 of the 
Please produce all exhibits you will use or 
introduce at the trial of this matter. 
EXHIBIT "F" 
Please produce all written or recorded 
statements taken 
\vttncss who 
you or your 
the 
or on your any or 
and circumstances which arc the subject of this suit. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please produce all documents identified or 
used in your responses to interrogatories. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please produce a copy of the CD containing 
the photos referenced in Exhibit G to the Complaint. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. S: Please produce all documents evidencing 
complaints you made to Defendant regarding the alleged defects in the property. 
REQUEST J?OR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Please produce all documents or other items 
of tangible evidence confirming your ownership of the personal property alleged to be in 
Defendant's possession as described in Exhibit C to the Complaint. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Please produce all documents that support 
the values assigned to specific defects set forth in Exhibit G to the Complaint. 
DATED this 1 J1h day of Deccmb..:r, 2012. 
MOORE SM! ff I BL:XTON & TURCKE, 
EXHIBIT "F" 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby f y a true and correct 
OF I:\!TERROGATORIES A~D REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION this 
December, 2012 served upon the following individuals and in the coITesponding manner: 
William D. Rckow 
9449 Brill Road 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
/ vla U.S. Mail 
-r-
via Facsimile 
via Email 
Jill S. Ho!inka 
EXHIBIT "F" 
FIRST 
of 
f:; 617 
n E. f p 
IN THE DISTRIC:' COURT OF TE2 L'H RD ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
WIL IAM D. REKOW, 
Plaintiff, 
V 03. 
a,;d 
fendant 
CO:vJES NOW PLA It r 'VJ 
uoon st f k1'10\IJ.e 
NAN FOR THE COUNTY OF ~EN 
Cas,.:3 No. CV 01:?-713 
PLhINTIF?'S RESPONSES TO 
DEFENDANT'S ~NTERROGATORIES 
\F rst Set) 
AND 
TO 
PLAI:ff I FT' S RESPONSES 
FEN D.7\J\:T' S 
RODJCT 8N ~OS. l 
TlrnOUGll "/ 
. REKOW, a, 
orrnatior1 n.3 
ct to D~fendant's r ~ Set of Jnterroga Les as foll 
tfTE Y NO. l C who 
s 0 
C • 
wa re 
he s 1 ca 
EXHIBIT "F" 
ba cd 
0 
f s 
t p k lea to respons to h 
of s uch 
NTERROGATORY NO. 2: ease identi each person tha you will 
call 0 .st ri .L h s mc1tter and t fac so her 
i t wl:ich t rs 11 ·" t 
ob-'ects to th In r the grounds that 
n date y (,(JU htca 1ng ir: this matte Las been set; and, 
there ore, 0 otb r h n Plaint ff can rant e their 
tendance. WithouL wa vinJ the f regoing c:Cction, Pla f 
l supply aw tness list when ~ becomes germane t thi 
r; and, w 11 seek leave t nd h s resporse hereto at 
INTERROGI\TORY t:O. 3: Pl y l exper v:ho v;il 
test fy for yo at the trial () f his matt r .1d s 21 e nd ex 
la op on I ng t ba s the f \Vh ch tha f J. ! 
\] t r 
n 
1 
s t trial o s..-lLis se s 
of sch exh bits. 
p n L q 
EXHIBIT "F" 
ex it 'rl h n1.s ior eadinqs; c:d I has prov this 
l on De n e l ng 
t 
c:our s t xce s 00 pr:ot 
ic ex2mples o the defect~ , a 11 as hart 
vi C ar of the defec s. Said compact disc was 
presented to DefendaLt's counsel, Jill S. Holinka, at he Gem 
County g t te Court ry tl, 2013 at·. a.m 
INTERROGATCRY NO. 5: 2]ease identi y all reoresent2tives 
of Pla ntiff who have had d s ssions or other commu:-1 cat ons 
t~ t e Defendant, or ts representatives, about the s ect 
idc:cn fy 'v1ben uch dis ssions or com·· 
munica ans occurred ano c0n ra s a an.cl Lure n 
t discuss on or -; cat on. 
p f cts ,.0 t nt on the u 
t t t 3 both lica ve ·edundant, ton 
Defenda t•• f s [JO 2 WC: a 
t. t con y 
C 
0 
0 n 
by a t .< f 
lN'lr~RROGATC Y NO l. e ea h r,d ry coJ.Tmun.i. 
Jr 
EXHIBIT "F" 
to all2gec1 def0c ropertJ. 
l e cle L- fy fo.1 
T t o t 
he? parties to the communicat on; 
( .,) Tl--'1.e s11bstar1ce of :1e corn .. rnunicutioni ancl, 
id) r~Jhether the corrrnunicat was writt,:,n O:'.' 
rbal. 
Plaintiff ~ects ~o this In rrogatory on the qrounds 
that is burdensoille anJ und lv oppressive to ask P'aintiff 
to docur'-<:?nt c,nd _::eco'Jn .; 1di aint 
made to Defen~ant regar0ing defects needing repair. vvi thout 
waiving the foregoing ection, PJ ai tiff did rna::e hundreds 
of verba requests o r Jv:, cour e o his tenancy ut the pr,)F-· 
E: y. None of nis reauests J~er resulted in 3DJ curativ2 
action t. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: e se i nti y l persons who lived 
h r 
c you a ned of?_ern p o to ng 
(' . •r 
Pl i ff son ha 
it on ·,:as ever l Dr-:?fendan 
NO. .) ea rson. 1dJ~nt l. yo 1..1 C 
t 
EXHIBIT "F" 
occ eel 
a n f i r e 1_ to 
ERROGATORv NO. 9: lease ate the t:e o dates t 
s descr bed in 2xh i G to he Complaint were t ken. 
Tc thE: Be 0 in j f's knowl infcn::rna t ion and 
DE; i e , P l.1 r: t i f f o o k the 7 C 0 as on, about or between ~he 
dates of tember l 1 , 70 2 to and includ ng October 10th, 2012. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please identify who 00k the photos 
described in Exhibit G o the ant. 
As stated n Pan , s e to nter1ogatory No. 9, 
above, Plaint fr took the os; and, Piain if( has upplied a 
is in g ai s 0 tendan I s coun e 
Plec1s cir:; C be 1 e 
-" 
La he rtethod \lhi yuL de crm t '" lC)S of value 
ass~ to each ifi_ ae 11 in Exh it laint 
1a s h.i knowl 
ng 
F 
y 
l s 
'n 
al fc~ C 2!1Ci bas C) \/OU J 
r1 
EXHIBIT "F" 
state of the proper:y as to habitability ... " 
P in f was not nfo fendant re was not 
e h s t 
fail roof as havi '"r:i in'/ l:c,2k"; and, d:.d not ntion t 
tot lack of wea herproof ng all ~f hese are mentioned in 
daho Code Section 6-320 as criter a for "habitab ity" standards 
f rent l property; and, specif cally named as a landlord's 
rsspc;nsii:,i y to repa v a 01d i ta 
lNT~RROGATORY NO. 13: Please stale the date your tenancy a 
the property began. 
t bet f ?la n iff's n£orma on nd belief, 
hat dat~ was February o~ Marc~ o 200 . 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14. Please describe i~ .c • , 1 J_ ...,._,..._ 
detai, al act ans laken yuu pr or to Ju y 0, 201 
r l. de 2ct all n Exh.ibi t to 
t.o 
p nt f , a p 
' a ter o a 
C r 
c:,a 1, 
(" e.c a 
L 5: 
l 
y 
t 0 r ny 
l 
\'0._J d o DefenGan ~e: , 
Ju y 0, 
EXHIBIT "F" 
g !'.'Ounds t i and, further, see information 
cus y ques toy No~ u 
Ut r ::tn a 
spon.ses id prior nter cry. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: P ase ,::_cier1ti inf~ land comple e 
Detail (i.e., by serial number, rake, model or other descr icn) 
The personal property alleged to be in Defendant's possession. 
Pa ntiff ob e~ts o ~ s i 1errogatory en the 
P inti f has clearly advised Defendant'f counsel (both prior and 
current) that the items are in endant's possession, care and 
r:ontrul. 
_ERROGATORl NO. l n whoJ e r i '1 par~:, any 
of the sts for ~dmis ons rv0d concurrently herewi h, 
ease iden a facts, document, i em oF evidence or piece 
0 rrra t j th t up~orts such denia, and le your 
a ons h al o qu l 
that i rrogat 
s d t re ta of a 
Q. 
u. i 
I 
~, 0 
la ~.nt. 
rrogatory, 2 
EXHIBIT "F" 
C0un Sheriff r2pcrt 02516, ~herein he incident is full 
SC vJ i r1 o \~ t vi a he ing 
+- I)2f 
a 
\\ 
' +: l~ 
n o 
the p ses, no the roofu dur ng a e conve sation 
i h Defen nt, i,,hereupon De end2n cane to the field where 
Plaint ff was ~orkinq ana attacke~ Plainti f, splitting open 
Plant _f's foreheact and severely bruising Fla ntiff's ri t and 
Lef coll rbone 
L:STS FOR PRODUCTION 
Request No. 1: Pleas~ produce all exhib ts you will use or 
Int coduce ac t tria· of his matter. 
2 riU_ t will produce ;, cooy cf r2port #02 16 CCSD; l~he 
~SO tos documenting de ec s of the prope y ~s alleged; and 
a photocopy of his CDL show the njury to his forehead in licted 
Defendallt:: • A1 osher exh t have already been supplied w lh 
.h s ngs. 
lea ''°' l a 
o you r ot:: son your lf 
1zn t 
rd 2 8, C 
of his ponse co P i L f's 9 1 cal. I when uch 
tatemer,ts come nt lain s ossession, ai iff wi 
EXHIBIT "F" 
.s Ne, 3: 1 c1()CUTt8r1 ts ed or den if ed 
you respons to e s. 
t 
eading s. 
N lease pt:"oduce copy oft CD containing he 
os referenced n Exhibi G to the l2int. 
Plain iff has al complisd with this request. 
st No. 5: Please produce s evidencing come 1nts 
you maae to Defendant regarding he all defects in the 
p y. 
laint f'°'s s s 1:·ere c:l verbal, e,O the bes of 
? in F'2 kn ion and bel numbering at 
Li::,ast 
st No. 6: Please al documents or other terns of 
tang bl evi i you ownersh of the personal 
rope y 1 danc's posses on as describert 
J. Exh i ,, 
D ring e vidence st 
t: 
la 
Ti1cre .s i.ch r daho 
EXHIBIT "F" 
"loss of Jue", it s es jec iv? assessment ,_ a ten t n 
r a clo la arnou '1 r_ q J s a rc.,J!1t do<.)r 
ch enant i l ter1an s rit,es a of 
va1ue o $ c;n ~J. 0, tben t,:::nart n,u t ie amoun by the number 
of months it takes tor c~1- rob em. 
DATED: Jan u a r y 3 1 st , 2 O 
Re fu1ly suomit::.ed 
Plaintiff, In Pro l·er 
EXHIBIT "F" 
I, 
On Friday, February 15\ 2013. 
Defendant's First Set of 
document, first-class postage 
Office, at the address listed 
Jill S. IIolinka, 
950 West Bannock 
Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702. 
I declare under penalty of 
Executed this 1st day of Februa ·y 
mmn 
f'rmnty r,f 
l am not a party to the action. 
con-ect copy of Plaintiff's responses to 
for Production by placing said 
the United States mail, at the Emmett Post 
is trne and correct. 
C;unty, Idaho. 
EXHIBIT "F" 
EXHIBIT ''G'' 
COPY PLUS EMMETT 1 i-00-2012 
FAX TO: (208) 331-1202 
i\ttention: Susan Bruxton or Jill Ho!inka, attorneys for Ron Weekes 
Date: November 9, 2012 
Re: Rekow v. Weekes, return of personal property- 3rd request 
On September 2l't, 2012, Mr. Weekes prior attorney, T. Fleming was personally served with a 
Request for Return of Personal Property (see Exhibit "C" to plaintiff's complaint in CV2012-713}; 
and, on October 1it", 2012 Mr. Weekes was personally served with a copy of the Complaint, 
with that same exhibit attached. To date, the request for return of personal property has been 
ignored. 
Additionally, neither my contact Information from the cell phone device (alleged to belong to 
me [per Angela Weekes]), nor the McCullough Pro Mac chainsaw with a 14 or 16" bar have 
been returned to me. 
In consideration of the foregoing, if my property remains unreturned after 4:00 p.m. on 
Tuesday, 11/13/12, it will be necessary to report all missing property as stolen to both the Gem 
County Sheriff and the Gem County Prosecutor (who maintains the right to rescind Mr. Weekes 
conditional dismlssal on charges of battery- GCSD report #02516). Perhaps you will be able to 
impress upon Mr. Weekes how unreasonable his lack of response appears. 
Thank you for your courtesy and cooperation in this matter. 
WDR:mrnn 
William D. Rekow 
EXHIBIT" n 
1 /1 
EXHIBIT ''H'' 
-• • 
-
From: William Rekow [mailto:heviarti@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 7:56 AM 
To: Jill S. Holinka 
Subject: Re: Rekow v. Weekes--Correspondence 
I realized that two saws were missing during my final sweep of the property. If you want the 
entire litany of items, I'm happy to describe each of them. 
My rock hammer, a pneumatic rotary and reciprocating cast iron tool; last seen beside the 
overhead door in Weekes' shop. Originally received from Russ Rekow for the purpose of 
repairing and using to demolish a foundation. Referred to as a "jackhammer" in my recent 
offer. 
One Pro Mac 700 chainsaw, received from Kevin Rekow as a remembrance of his father. 
One McCulloch I 0-10 automatic, right hand start. Received from Ricardo Galeana. 
One receiver hitch, no ball, hand made by Gordon, son of the proprietor of the Stallknecht-
Morgan Museum. It exhibits a torch mark on at least one pin hole, and shows rough welding 
at the plate. I don't recall whether or not I broke off the protruding wire. Received from 
Stallknecht-Morgan Museum. Last seen attached to Wayne's Arctic Cat four wheeler. 
Ronnie has somewhere in his home a book entitled Alfalfa. I loaned it to him for 
educational purposes. He didn't understand that you can't plant alfalfa over alfalfa. 
Ronnie also possesses a copy of the film Defiance, which I received from Jason Arment. 
I don't intend to use the sheriff as a device to turn over his home looking for them, but I 
would appreciate having them back. 
Wayne Weekes possesses my copy of The Rommel Papers, received special order from 
Street Books. It was last seen in the bathroom off his kitchen. 
film The Man 
a found recording on It is in a case with a plain 
Last seen near Wayne's television. 
Wayne possesses my copy of the film Lo Mas Trajico De El Jaripeo, on VHS. The tape is 
turquoise, and has been missing in Wayne's home for some time. 
[ don't intend to use the sheriff as a device to turn over his home looking for them, but I 
would appreciate having them back. 
are: 
EXHIBIT "H" 
A REO reel type lawnmower missing a roller and having a broken intake manifold. Sold to 
and later bought from Doug Minium. If it has not been disposed of, it may be in the 
equipment shed at 9449 Brill Rd. 
A gas or kerosene lantern, which may be in what remains of the home. 
A Maytag gasoline washer multi tool made of stamped metal. It may be in what remains of 
the home, hanging on a nail east of the water heater. 
My chassis grease gun and air compressor stub fitting were recovered; however the grease 
gun was missing its tip. That provides some difficulty, as good American made tips are hard 
to come by. 
Thanks, 
William D. Rekow 
Good morning, Mr. Rekow, 
Please find attached correspondence related to the above-entitled matter. A hard copy will 
follow by U.S. Mail. 
Best, 
Jill 
· Jill S. Holinka 
, Attorney 
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered 
950 \l/. Bannock, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Tel: (208) 33 l -1800 
Fax: <208) 331 - 1202 
jsh@msbtlaw:.com 
www.msbtlaw.com 
, CONFIDENTIALITY, SIGNATURE AND TAX DISCLOSURE NOTICE: This email, and any 
attachments, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under 
applicable law, and nothing contained therein shall be deemed to waive or diminish the protections afforded by 
' such laws. llsl.w!1: ( i) del iver, distribute, copy or di sclose this transmission or its contents to any third party or 
business entity; or (ii) produce a copy of this e-mail in connection with any litigation without the adv ice of any 
EXHIBIT "H" 
attorney; or (iii) take any action in reliance on the information it contains. Printed copies of this e-mail should 
not be kept in your regular files. If you print a copy of this e-mail, place it in a separate file labeled "Attorney-
Client Privilege." If you are not an intended recipient of this transmission, please notify the sender immediately 
and delete the original message without making any copies. Nothing in this communication is intended to 
constitute an electronic signature, unless a specific statement to the contrary is included in this communication. 
Nothing ront~inPd in thi~ P-m~ii wri..: intPndPrl or wrlttPn to hP n~Pfi, or r:1n hP 11~eri hy nny t:::iYpnyPr for thP 
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on such taxpayer under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 
as amended. 
EXHIBIT "H" 
Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock Street. Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No.: (208) 331-1800 
Facsimile No.: (208) 331-1202 
Email: seb@msbtlaw.com 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through 
V, Inclusive, 
Defendants. 
) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF RONNIE WEEKES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
RONNIE WEEKES, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as follows: 
l. I am in the above-entitled action, am over age of 1 
2. I am the owner of the real property referred to in Plaintiff's Complaint located at 
9449 Brill Road, Emmett, Idaho. I have owned the property since 2002. Attached hereto as 
Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the deed to the 
on 
- 1 
property consists of 87.51 acres which includes an old farmhouse that was built in the early 
1900s. Attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated herein by reference is a true and accurate 
copy of a property report l obtained from the Gem County Appraiser's office on February 3, 
2014 identifying the property and its acreage. Approximately 70 acres of the land surrounding 
the house has been used for agricultural purposes for over l 00 years, including the time the 
house was occupied by Plaintiff. 
3. Plaintiff began living with a former employee of mine at the property in the 
winter of 2007. After that employee was terminated from employment and left the property, 
Plaintiff asked if he could continue to live at the property. Plaintiff and I verbally agreed on or 
about June 1, 2008 that Plaintiff could rent the farmhouse for $200 per month plus the cost of 
electricity for the house. 
4. Prior to Plaintifrs tenancy-but during the time he lived with my former 
employee-my father, John Wayne Weekes, had contemplated tearing down the house because 
of its age. However, the house still had heat and water, and was otherwise suitable for 
occupancy. 
5. Plaintiff accepted the condition of the house "as-is" when his tenancy began on or 
about June 1, 2008. 
6. Plaintiff did not make any requests to repair the property at any pnor 
to September served on A true and accurate copy 
lS uu,m,11'-U as Exhibit C Plaintiff's 
letter was not signed by him and was sent just two (2) days after he was served with a notice of 
increase in rent by my then counsel. A true and accurate copy of the notice of increase in rent is 
attached hereto as Exhibit D and incorporated herein by reference. 
- 2 
7. Plaintiff did not pay any rent on the property for the months of September through 
December 2012 and January 2013. The total rent unpaid by Plaintiff for those months is 
1 [\{\ f\A. 
,1vv.vv. 
8. The farmhouse that is the subject of Plaintiffs Complaint was tom down m 
January 2014. 
9. I am not aware that I am in possession of any of the items of personal property 
Plaintiff alleges to be his in the Complaint. To the extent that Plaintiff alleges his personal 
property is in a shop "in downtown Letha," the shop Plaintiff is referring to belongs to my father, 
John Wayne Weekes, and I did not take any of Plaintiff's property to the shop. I never took any 
of the property described by Plaintiff. 
DATED this 3rd day of February, 2014. 
Ronnie Weekes 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of February, 2014. 
ELLEN M. SMITH 
NOTARY PUBLIC Notary Public for Idaho Residing at: ;..{;dd[e./-r-.,., -< 
Commission Expires: '/ -/8 - ft:./: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby cei:1jfy that a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF RONNIE 
WEEKES this /1f!!'rlay of February, 2014 served upon the following individuals and in the 
corresponding manner: 
William D. Rekow 
cl o Mauri McNaughton 
1600 E. Main St., #5 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
1130 3rd Ave. N. 
Payette, ID 83661 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
415 E. Main St. 
Emmett, ID 83617 
-4 
Vvia U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
_____01a Email: heviarti@gmail.com 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile (208) 642-6011 
Email: djwiebe@co. washington. id.us 
tracie@co. washington. id. us 
via U.S. Mail 
__ via Facsimile (208) 365-6172 
via Email 
Vvia Hand Delivery 
EXHIBIT ''A'' 
WARRANTY DEED 
Ordt1 'o :40$0032 9 
'E RV R£CEJVED 
nnle Wc,cka aAd Antd• Wn:ke.s, 8wbao.d ud Wile 
wbosc curmn address Ii 449 Urill Road Emmett. U> 3617 ,P.o. 'tot ;;J.~3 
u.Jfll:\ \6 ng dc.scribcd pn:m1rcs, lo Gem COWi!)'. ld:ibo, TO WIT; 1 
ee t ached Leg Description 
TO llA VB AND TO ROLD the said pr=isca. with their appunc!WICCS llDto the .d Gcmtces, lhev hM and awcm forever. And w Kid Grant.or docs hueby ctnT11111r to and with lhc IWd G ec:s, \hat it is the owru:1( ) Ill fu 1lmple Did prcmisa; thlJ !ll.ey ace fru fmc all encun1bruces Except: Current Y car Taxu. t"Oll<hti.am, 
c:ove1WIU, l't$111CUOOS. !CRn'1UOIU, CUCIIIUltS, cigllu and rigbu of WI'/, ppal'Clll or of record. 
And it will wamzll uid ddaid the $1111C from all bwful clain:i.s 
Dmd. 1002 
Swc cf Idaho } 
J 
Coun~o(Gem ) 
On IJuJ =6 ~ day of AU&USl, 01, bdorc me. a ~ Public n and for s:aid Nie. pcnolW.ly 
appeared Miub Gibbens 
kDow1I or idcnufied lO me lO be the penoo wbo5c came u bed to tb,; Within lmtrumcnt d a.dcaowlcdgcd LO me tlw sb.e cxecuu:d IN WITNESS WHEREO , I have bc:eunto set m b3nd :md a.flixzd my a:il -1 die cby and yc:ar in th!,. ccnificatc nut ;aboYc wrtucn 
Instrument It 223846 
I NNITT, , IOAHO 
100J..oe,..l2 O~D:IIO Ila. .. ,...., 2 
.9< ..... w : AI..LLUICI nn..l • DC11CIW 
SUSAll l . HOWUD f'!ll!.I"°' C ~ 
b-<>Mcle ........ ~ ~dt,Lc;erz:U-t 
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EXHIBIT"A" 13C 
IINSTRU 
iPAGES 
A TRACT OF LAND JNTIIB NW 1/. OF SEC'IION 34, TOWNSHll' 7 NORTII, R.Ai."l'GE 3 WEST, B.M, GEM COUNTY, IDAHO, DESCRIBED AS FOllOWS: 
BEGil'rSlNG at the Northwest corner of Section 34, T. 7 N., R J W. B.M.; thence E.ut on the North line of said Section, which Is also the center of the County Road, 1123 feet; thence continuing along the center of ,aid County Road ,u follows: 
South 35°00' EHt, 77S feet; tbenc~ 
South 38°30' Ea.,t, 356 feet; thence 
South 65°00' East 975 feet to the East line of the NW•;. of said Section 34; thence leaving said road; South on the East line of said NW 1/-. 1155 feel to the North line of the right of way of Canyon County Drainage Ditch; thence along said right of way line 
North 80°00' West, 443 feet; thence: 
North 68°00' West, 1773 reet; thence 
North 78°00' West, 606 feet to the West line of said Section 34; thence leaving said right of way line; North on the West line of said Section, 1614 feet to said REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTION NO. I: 
EXCEPT that portion of the NW V. of Section 34, Township 7 North, Range 3 West, B.M., Gem County, Idaho, described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northeast corner of the NW'!. of Section 34; T. 7 N., R. 3 W., B.M., Gem County, Idaho, marked by a 518" iron pin; thence: 
South 00"38'35" East, 1322.34 feet along the: East line of said NW'!. to a point on the centerline of Brill Road and the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence continuing 
South 00"38'35" East, 709.94 feet to a set W' iron pin with plastic cap PLS 6552; thence South 89°21 '25" West, J8.90 feet to a fence corner and a set W' iron pin with plastic cap PLS 6552; thence Nonh 38°43'23" West, 702.70 feet along an existing fence line to a set Yi" iron pin with plastic cap PLS 6552; thence 
North 26°29'15" East, 332. 79 feet to a point on the centerline of Brill Road; thence South 63°30'45" East, 206.24 feet along said centerline to the beginning of a tangent 470.00 foot radius curve to the left; thence 
Southeasterly along the arc of said curve through a central angle of 17°39'31" a d.Wance of 144.85 feet (the long chord bean South 72°20'32" East, 144.28 feet) to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTION NO. 2: 
ALSO EXCEPT that portion of the NW'!. of Section 34, Township 7 North, Range 3 West, B.M., Gem County, Idaho, described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northeast comer of the NW Y. of Section 34, T. 7 N., R. 3 W., B.M., Gem County, Idaho; thence 
South 00°38'35" East, 1322.34 feet along the East line of said NW'!. to a point on the centerline of Brill Road, said point beiJJg on the arc of a non-tangent 4 70.00 foot radius curve to the right; thence Northwesterly along the arc of said curve and said centerline through a central angle of 17°39'31" a distance of 144.85 feet; thence tangent to said curve 
North 63°30'45" West, 205.24 feet along said centerline to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence Soutil 26"29'15" West, 332.79 feet to a point on an existing fence line; thence North 39°29'37" West, 653.10 feet along said fence line to a fence corner; thence North 52°29'59" East, 74.50 feet along said fence line and the prolongation thereof to the ceoterline of said 
'Brill Road; thence 
South 63°30'45" East, 563.88 feet along said centerline to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXHIBIT"A" 
EXHIBIT ''B'' 

Susan E. Buxton, ISB #4041 
Jill S. Holinka, ISB #6563 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No.: (208) 331-1800 
Facsimile No.: {208) 331-1202 
Email: seb@msbtlaw.com 
jsh@msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through 
V, Inclusive, 
Defendants. 
) 
) Case No. CV 2012-713 
) 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO TAKE 
) JUDICIAL NOTICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Defendant Ronnie Weekes ("Weekes"), by and through his undersigned 
counsel of record, the law firm of MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD., pursuant to Rule 
7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule 201 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, and 
hereby requests the Court take judicial notice of the following pleadings and documents in Case 
201 the Third Judicial District the State Idaho, in and for 
Gem, Ronald and Angela Weekes v. William D. Rekow: 
I. Transcript of hearing held January 15, 2013; 
2. Complaint for Unlawful Detainer, filed January 7, 2013, and Errata to Complaint 
filed 1 201 · 
- 1 
3. Answer to Complaint for Unlawful Detainer, filed January 14, 2013; 
4. Judgment entered January 29, 2013. 
The pleadings and documents identified above are attached to the Affidavit of Jill S. 
Holinka in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and Motion to Take Judicial Notice, filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
I.R.E. 201 applies to adjudicative facts. I.R.E. 20l(a). An "adjudicative fact" is "[a] 
controlling or operative fact, rather than a background fact; a fact that concerns the parties to a 
judicial or administrative proceeding and that helps the court or agency determine how the law 
applies to those parties. For example, adjudicative facts include those that the jury weighs." 
Martin v. Camas County ex rel. Bd. Com 'rs, 150 Idaho 508, 512, 248 P.3d 1243,, 1247 (2011) 
(quoting Black's Law Dictionary 669 (91h Ed. 2009)). I.R.E. 201(d) provides that a court shall 
take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate 
case when a party makes a written or oral request and identifies the specific documents for which 
judicial notice is requested. 
The documents identified above are part of the record in Case No. CV-2013-3. That case 
involved the same parties and related to the same property involving an unlawful detainer action. 
The verified pleadings, hearing transcript and Judgment contain adjudicative facts of which this 
court may properly take judicial notice. Therefore, Defendant requests the Court take judicial 
DATED this l day of February, 2014. 
- 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
MOTION TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE this of February, 2014 served upon the 
following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
William D. Rekow 
c/o Mauri McNaughton 
1600 E. Main St., #5 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
1130 3rd Ave. N. 
Payette, ID 83661 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
415 E. Main St. 
Emmett, ID 83617 
s 
/ 
Sus 
Jill 
~ia U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile 
~via Email: heviarti@gmail.com 
via U.S. Mail 
__ via Facsimile (208) 642-6011 
~via Email: 
djwiebe@co. washington. id. us 
tracie@co. washington. id. us 
via U.S. Mail 
via Facsimile (208) 365-6172 
-- ' 
via Email 
/via Hand Delivery 
- 3 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, Plaintiff Pro Se 
c/o McNaughton 
1600 East Main St., #5 
Emmett, ID 83617 
(208) 740-7381 
FEB 1 2014 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through 
V, Inclusive, 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Gem 
) Case No.: No. CV 2012-713 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF IN OPPOSITION 
) TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDICIAL 
) NOTICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, Plaintiff Pro Se, being first duly sworn upon oath, 
and says as follows: 
1. am persona, 
age facts 
2. I received a copy of the Defendant's Motion for Judicial Notice 
dated February , 2014 and E-mailed to me on February 1 2014. 
3. Defendant now appears to claim that the entire parcel known as 
9449 Brill Road, is comprised of some 87.51 acres, while claiming said 
property to be a "parcel less than five acres" in order to bring an action 
under Idaho Code Section 6-303. Now Defendant seeks to elasticize the 
rental property's dimensions to avoid his landlord responsibilities under 
Idaho Code Section 6-320 et.seq. Defendant has admitted in documents 
submitted to the Court that Defendant "rented the house" to Plaintiff. 
3. Plaintiff was being charged for electricity that served not only 
for the "old house" but also every shed, barn, outbuilding and water pump to 
service Defendant's livestock endeavors on the property. Defendant withheld 
that fact from Plaintiff throughout the entire period of Plaintiff's tenancy. 
4. If, as opposed to the stance Defendant took in January, 2013, 
Defendant claims otherwise, Plaintiff would seek leave. to amend his Complaint 
to include true and correct copies of each Idaho Power statement for 
electrical service being debited from Plaintiff's salary for the period of 
time 2009 August , 2012. 
as 
constituted "constructive eviction" Defendant. 
6. All Plaintiff ever requested of Defendant was: 
the plumbing system, not through the roof; 
b. sanitary facilities working reliably so Plaintiff 
was not required to dig a privy hole. in which to 
void his bowels; 
c. weatherproofing sufficient to deny rodents, insects, 
vermin and the elements into the living space; and 
d. a clear explanation of the great disparity between 
the salary Plaintiff was earning and the diminished 
amounts of salary he was receiving. 
None of Plaintiff's requests were met, as evidenced by the 197 photographs of 
the "defects" in, on or about the residence attached to Plaintiff's Complaint 
as an exhibit and incorporated herein by reference as though fully supplied 
hereat. All of which clearly show an absence of even basic "health and 
safety" compliance. Plaintiff was met with obfuscatory responses or outright 
threats of loss of employment over his inquiries. 
7. Plaintiff's W-2 for the tax year 2011 showed of 
,000.00 while Plaintiff's actual in hand was 
6,000 95 
as 
Federal labor laws Title 29 C.F.R. Part 516.2(7) and Part 
516.2(10), Plaintiff has been damaged by Defendant's "theft by deception" due 
to State and Federal laws regarding Defendant's/employer1 s duties to disclose 
and provide with the mandated breakdowns. Said amounts are unknown 
to Plaintiff due to Defendant's refusal to that payroll information. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT 
Dated this day of February, 2014 
,,uu1u,,, 
' QU ,,,, 
.... 
",., SUBSF_&f~ED AND SWORN to before me 
\: This f.tf'd.ay of February, 2014. ~~~ .. :~ry~Idah 
•• · Residing at mmett, Idaho./. /_ 
My Commission Expires L!jJ7 AfCJ//p 
. I 
Plaintiff Pro Se 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE was served upon 
the following individuals via U.S. mail, postage fully paid thereon, this 18th day of February, 
2014.; and by electronic mail as listed below: 
Jill S. Holinka, Esq. 
950 West Bannock St., Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
sebt@msbtlaw.com 
jshia;msbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
1130 3rd Ave. N. 
Payette, ID 83661 
d iwiebe<a~co. washington.id .us 
tracies/aico.washington.id.us 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
415 E. Main St. 
Emmett, ID 83617 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, Plaintiff, Pro Se 
c/o McNaughton 
1600 East Main St., #5 
Emmett, ID 83617 
D 
P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
) Case No.: No. CV 2012-713 WILLIAM D. REKOW, ) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF WITNESS KATHY THOMAS Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through ) 
) V, Inclusive, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
State of Idaho ) 
) 
County of Payette ) 
KATHY THOMAS being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the 
facts contained herein. 
2. I was present many times when the Plaintiff requested repairs of 
he rental as 9449 Brill Road, Emmett, ID 83617 
Defendan made he to one such 
Plaintiff: 
A. n1•11 just fire you and kick you out, if ask me to fix 
anything again"; 
"You don't pay me rent for me to do 
c. nyou are not going to hold me over a barrel over something 
I own" 
4. I also have personal knowledge of the missing doors, missing 
windows, leaking roof and lack of reliable water supply to the rental 
premises. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT 
Dated this -"--~~ day of February, 2014. 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this \'Li~ day of February, 2014 
wi\.l_L A~h 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at 6trIO.R\O . -±Elal,a-0 
My Commission expires 
Declaration of Service 
of Emmett, County of 
I am not a party to the action. 
On Friday, February 14th. 2014. [ served a true and correct copy of \VITNESS 
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY THOMAS by placing said document, first-class postage 
fully prepaid in the United States maiL at the Emmett Post Office, at the address listed below: 
Jill S. Holinka, Esq. 
950 West Bannock St. 
Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83 702. 
I declare under penalty of pe~jury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
. Execu.ted this 14th day of February, 2014 at Emmett, Gem County, Idaho. 
Mauri McNaughton 
mmn 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, Plaintiff, Pro Se 
c/o McNaughton 
1600 East Main St., #5 
Emmett, ID 83617 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
WILLIAM D. REKOW, Plaintiff Pro Se, 
) Case No.: No. CV 2012-713 
) 
) PLAINTIFF'S REPLY AFFIDAVIT IN Plaintiff, ) OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
) DISMISS; AND EXHIBITS 
vs. ) 
) 
RONALD L. WEEKES and DOES I through ) 
) 
V, Inclusive, ) 
) 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Gem 
PLAINTIFF, WILLIAM D. REKOW, prose, being first duly sworn upon oath, 
deposes and says as follows: 
I am the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action, am over the age of 18 
and have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein. 
This action arises from a claim made under Section 6-320 as a 
result of Defendant's lack of the course s 
Defendant, as landlord, received 
very basic health and issues, the roof, failed 
, rodent problem, insect infestation, missing screens, missing 
doors and failed windows within the rental property. Defendant did nothing 
by way of repair, instead he threatened "to fire" Plaintiff and "throw you 
repairs 
physically assaulted Plaintiff when Plaintiff complained of the failed water 
pump resulting in no water in the house. Defendant made good on his threats 
listed above when, on July 30~, 2012 he gave Plaintiff the 'notice of 
eviction', fired Plaintiff and had a 'stop service order' with Idaho Power 
scheduled for August 4~, 2012. Exhibit I hereto is a copy of said 'Notice of 
Eviction'. 
All claims and requests were made in accordance with Idaho Code Section 6-
320. Plaintiff alleges that Defendant's inaction constituted an ongoing 
constructive eviction, Defendant's constant refusal to effect repairs of 
health and safety items when they were requested; and, Defendant's denial of 
quiet enjoyment to Plaintiff are legitimate causes for Plaintiff to seek loss 
of value and damages as set forth in Idaho Code Section 6-320; and, are not 
litigious frivolity. 
The ent 
as a 
been cl 
2 
of the yin ques ion is described 
8 .51 acres. However, the idence 
Defendant to be reel than 
cour A copy o "A" to 
o 1/ / 3 of 
t, former enant vacated, Plaint did 
Gem County 
ed to Plaint 
ses 
acres" during the 
DAVI CF ,J 
st 
red the rental offer and raised the 
monthly amount of rental from One Hundred Seventy-Five Dollars .00) to 
l 
$200.00), at the same time offering Plaintiff employment with Defend.ant's 
company. 
Plaintiff alleges that neit.~er the age of the rental nor its legal 
description are pertinent; it was presented to Plaintiff as a residence with 
no agricultural endeavors attached thereto. The issue here is Plaintiff's 
damages due to violations as enumerated in Idaho Code Section 6-320 and 
Defendant's non-performance which left the residence non-compliant with the 
most basic health and safety requirements. 
Plaintiff's attempts to deal with the deluge from the ceiling do not amount 
to "acceptance". Defend.ant's failure, refusal and neglect does not put the 
burden of "avoidable consequences" on Plaintiff's back. It was not 
Plaintiff's responsibility. 
Plaintiff disputes Defendant's counsel's accusation of "unclean hands"; as 
Plaintiff has not been dishonest, deceitful or fraudulent in his presentation 
of the facts surrounding this case. Conversely, Plaintiff alleges that 
Defendant was both mendacious and obfuscatory about both the condition of the 
residence and the cost of electricity Plaintiff was using. 
Applying the "reasonable person" criteria, both Defend.ant and his father were 
inside and around the exterior of the residence many times and both chose to 
defects which a blind man could miss 
Notwithstanding Plaintiff's myriad verbal requests for repair of the 3 major 
health and safety defects (leaky roof, lack of weatherproofing and lack of 
reliable sanitary facilities)Idaho Code Section 6-320(b) sets forth written 
notification as a ". . . method by which to to file an action. 
for failure to By means does the 
l f 
ff 
require this as the sole method by which to seek specific performance. 
Plaintiff provided a lengthy list of the residence defects to Defendant's 
former counsel at a time when 
-res and there: 
were no arrearages in rent (See Exhibit II). Neither Defendant nor his 
counsel made response, and took no action to r any defects thin the 3-
mandated --'-.::~~~_Code Section 6-320. Attached hereto and 
incorporated herein as ful y s forth hereat and marked Exhibit 
III are es o the ters rved to fendant's former wit!l 
declarations of service. 
Further, substantial amounts were in Defendant's hands virtue of 
unauthorized amounts being diverted from Plaintiff's salary, without 
Plaintiff's knowledge or written agreement thereto as stated in Idaho Code 
Section 45-609. Attached hereto as Exhibit IV, and incorporated herein as 
though fully set forth hereat, are copies of payroll records of Plaintiff 
from Weekes Trucking to Compliance Officer Marina Reynoso, Division of Wage & 
Hour, Idaho Department of Labor. When copies were supplied to Plaintiff from 
Ms. Reynoso, in October, _2012 (printed ones on 10/ 4/12 _ and handwritten ones 
on 10/26/12) it was Plaintiff's first time ever seeing these alleged 
and unauthorized amounts deducted. After the receipt of the 
facsimile ~~~~=~, Plaintiff filed his action on October 1 I 2012. 
Any restitution of action taken did 
the nature the eviction' served Defendant on 
I 2012, The Court, in January, 2013 did, however, declare (after 
inspecting justs small portion of the 200 photos of defective conditions) 
that "the property is uninhabitable. No one should be living there." 
~ _i 4 
The fact that Defendant committed to writing his intent to deny Plaintiff 
electricity as of August 4ili, 2012 is also a violation of Idaho 
Landlord/Tenant Law. As well, Defendant's document and actions meet the 
definition of "constructive eviction". Without discounting the foregoing, 
Plaintiff also alleges Defendant's attempt to evict Plaintiff was 
"retaliatory" as Plaintiff made a 911 call to and filed report #02516 with 
the responding officer, Gem County Sheriff's Deputy Gary Lindstrom, Badge 
#288 on July 29m, 2012. That report has, thus far, been denied to Plaintiff 
by the Gem County Sheriff, on the basis that "we need to clear it with our 
attorney". This does not scan, as Idaho possesses a "sunshine" statute; and, 
is also subject to the Federal Freedom of Information Act. Plaintiff, 
however, is still pursuing acquisition of this report in order to provide it 
to the Court. 
Plaintiff's missing personal property (See Exhibit III) remains unreturned, 
even though Plaintiff has clearly seen it in various locations under 
Defendant's care, control& ess, the Letha, 
maintained and cons y used Ronnie Wee s amount 
no her's (Wayne Wee Serrant s 
DO the ' +-' lI1Ll ty l 
t: do 
the same, if he did not possess the items know 
their 
Defendant says the "house was razed in January, 2014". Plaintiff calls 
"balderdash" on that statement' Plaintiff has photographs clearly showing 
that the kitchen, the bathroom, the laundry room and the pantry are still 
Plaintiff has submitted 200 the 
nature and extent defective conditions 
of the structure. Defendant's demolition does not void Plaintiff's loss of 
value. Plaintiff's claim is still valid; and, does not hinge upon his being 
currently resident. In fact, no one should have been resident after the 
January 2013 hearing, (Exhibit II, Transcript Page 29, Lines 1 through 4) 
THE COURT: "Because I don't believe any person should be 
living in the house, which is probably why I'm going to 
have you removed, because it's not habitable." 
Defendant's partial demolition of the structure does not lessen Plaintiff's 
'loss of value' claim. At the very least, the fact that Defendant charged 
Plaintiff rental for an "uninhabitable" residence should show a baseline 
"lo13s" of the amount of _not less than Two Hundred DolJ.ars ($200.00) per 
month for each month of Plaintiff's tenancy [approximately 55 months] 
{$11,000.00}. The partial destruction of the structure does not change the 
dollar value of the contractor's estimate of repairs, made at a time when 
repairs cou.ld have been made. Defendant's current claim that "he cannot make 
repairs" (to a structure he has intentionally caused to be diminished in size 
and configuration) hardly changes the fact that Defendant violated his 
mandated responsibilities specified by Idaho Code Section 6-320 and 
Plaintiff' is entitled to recover. 
Defendant made active threats to Plaintiff, should he make request or even 
mention any of the needed. At that became clear that all 
of Defendant's requests to Plaintiff to "wait" that were 
coming" 
to Defendant's counsel's prayer that Defendant be awarded monies for 
defense of the action, all of the actions taken by Defendant directly define 
the doctrine of "unclean hands" and should bar him from any recovery from 
Plaintiff. 
t f 
Finally, with Defendant's statements to Plaintiff and before other witnesses 
that he had no intention whatsoever of spending one penny to make repairs, it 
became clear that Defendant lacked any "good faith" and failed to supply a 
premises commensurate with the requirements of Idaho Code Section 6-320, yet 
he took Plaintiff's rental monies, as well as phantom electric charges by 
raiding Plaintiff's earnings, engaging in "theft by deception". Attached 
hereto as Exhibit V and incorporated herein are copies of the Idaho Power 
statements for August through October, 2012, when Plaintiff had electric 
service in his name. 
Plaintiff, like most working men, sought to maintain gainful employment, have 
a safe and healthy home which he could quietly enjoy. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 
Dated thisef?/~ day of February, 2014 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFO~ ME this 
Plainti , Pro Se 
I day of February, 2014 
JENNIFERANN HYNEK 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
j_ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S REPLY 
AFFIDAVIT IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR DISMISSAL was served on 
February 21st, 2014 upon the following individuals by electronic mail as listed below: 
Jill S. Holinka, Esq. 
950 West Bannock St., Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
seb@msbtlaw.com 
ish(ti1msbtlaw .com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Honorable Susan E. Wiebe 
1130 3rd Ave. N. 
Payette, ID 83661 
diwiebe<mco.washington.id.us 
tracies(o)co. washington.id. us 
~,K l-li61r I 
(?{ 11/1 a'= :s 
~ o s c:'.'.?ollb?( SH1::.c:r 
NOTICE Of EVICTION 
LANDLORD: 
Name: Ronnie Weekes 
, 
~~.;ts: ~996 Boise ~vet 
City State Zip: Letha, Id 83636 
Phone: 208-365-9033 
TENANT!' 
Na.me: William.Rekow 
Add~S$: 9449 Brill Rd 
- ,,. .J .... 
c~ §tff~ Zip: Emmett, Id 83617 . ., 
Phone: unknown r, .• 
The eviction will take place on August 31, 2012 
Move o"t of the property and return control of the property to the landlord. 
Warning: 
<& .. {.. 
Pe,.nal property that you leave. in the 1\ased premises is considered aban-.oned. The tenant does not have any right to re-enter the property or r~lalm any property after the eviction begins. 
· 
Any abandoned property may be disposed of by the landlord at any time after the eviction begins. The landlord Is strictly prohibited from putting the abandoned property in the street, the sidewalk, alleys, or any public property. 
~ of Friday August 3rd 2012 power will be shut off on 9449 Brill Rd. Were as said lessee no longer has employment with us it can no longer be held out of his paycheck, and he will be responsible for reinstating power in his own name. Any occupants now occupying said premises other than William Rekow are to vacate immediately as they do not have approval to be tenants on the premises. As of August 1st $200 is expected for rent if property not evacuated by said date, and each month thereafter. 
AFFIDAVIT OF POSTING: Y certify that I posted a completed copy of the abovf' notice on the premises described above on _;z__ t2QJ.:i4T/.2.. 
~ ! ·~ .. 
'' 0 ', 
~lf/6/r 2L 
/5 #1<;;€5 
:f?LIJS WVb~ 8;.:/1::e", 
1 
3 
4 
IN THEO!STRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 
x Case No. CV-2013-3 
RONA:D and ANG~LA WEEKES, husband and 5 wife, 
6 Plaintiffs, 
7 vs. 
8 WILLIAM D. REKOW, 
9 Defendant. 
10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X 
11 
12 
13 
l4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
0 
3 
24 
25 
TRANSCRIPT OF AUDIO-RECORDED PROCEEDINGS 
H~~ring halcl on January 15, 2013, before 
Honorable Tyler D. Smith, Magistrate Judge. 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
For the Plaintiffs 
Susan E, Buxton 
MOORE, SMITH, BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 950 West Bannock Street, 520 Bci 8 
ranscribed by 
Tiffany Fisher, RPR 
CSR No. 979 
1/15/2014 
?age 2 Page 1 
lN THE DISTRICT ('OlJRT Of TilE TillRD JUD!C!AL DISTRICT OF 2 11iESTATEOf IDA!'.0. fN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GEM 1 January 15, 2013 
3 
................... ,cas:No. CV-20l3-J 2 EMMETT, IDAHO 3 
RONALD and fu».lOELA \t/EEKES~ husband ar.d : 
s lliife, 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
8 ',!;'JLUAM D REKOW. 
9 Defendant 
10 
11 
12 
13 
10 ................... . 
11 
12 TRA.'lSCRJi'T OF A! TDlO.RECORDED PROCEEDINGS 
13 
l4 
15 
15 
17 
Heanng held oncllllll8Jy IS, 2013, oofore 
Honorable ryler fJ Smith, \.!aglslrate Judge 
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MK REKOW: Ko, l have nothing in writing, l 
other than ·• 2 
·1 HE COt:RT: Did you sign any contracts or 3 
enter into any agreements with Mr. Weekes? Or... 4 
MR. REKOW: The on!y point at which l signed 1 5 
any document that I feel could be construed to be 6 
a contract of any kind was with a device that r 7 
feel is not !egal or correct in any way, because 8 
it specifies in a legal condition. But... 9 
THE COURT: let me ask you this, 10 
is it your belief, you're Just 11 
stay the forever? 12 
MR RE.KOW: is not. 13 
THE But you law 
other remed1e.;, that you can 
suits, arid there's other remedies if you believe 
that you haven't been paid or compensated 
completely? You understand that right? 
MR. REKOW: Indeed. 
THE ln you exercised one of 
15 
17 
! 18 
a 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
• 25 
THE COURT: [Onset of audioJ Mr. Weekes, if 
you'll have a seat here. Mr. Rekow, if you'll 
have a seat over here. 
This is an action for an unlawful 
detainer. We can have the parties sworn. 
So if both sides will stand, raise your 
right hand, and face the clerk. She's going to 
place you under oath. 
(The plaintiff and the defendant herein 
were duly sworn.) 
THE COURT: All right. Be seated. 
l have some questions I'm going to ask 
to the parties before we get started. 
Let me ask if anybody disputes this. 
It looks like, at this point, there was a 
landlord/tenant agreement in the lease agreement 
between the parties. 
Is that rigfit, Mr. Rekow? 
MR. REKOW: There was only some discussion. 
There was no kind of ironclad agreement, other 
than •• 
THE COURT: So you have nothing in writing? 
Page 4 
those remedies in that you did, it looks like, 
file a complaint and received a judgment from the 
Department of Labor; is that right? 
MR REKOW: I was told that receiving that 
denies me a right to receive those momes back •• 
or any •• from any other period. 
However, I feel that in the case those 
monies have aiready been received and have already 
been paid to Weekes, et al, that tl-iey are paid for 
however many dollars that ends up as fitting in 
months. They're paid that far in advance. 
THE COURT: I want to talk through 
your affinnative defenses. Your first affirmative 
defense is that you had asked many for 
water, that 
is correct 
THE COURT: I'd like see 
written demands that you made. 
MR. REKOW: than the that was 
made on the 13th, I was unable to give any other 
demand because the fall before last was the last 
time that I had requested repairs --
THE COURT: Okay. I don't need a whole lot 
of lengthy -· Idaho Law requires that if, as a 
ten.ant, you want to have you must 
Boise, ID 837 
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5 
make demands in writing. 
2 Did you make any dew.ands in 
MR. REKOW: Yes. 
THE COURT: would hke to see ar1y demands 5 you made in writing. 
6 . MR REKOW: Do we have the -
7 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: [Inaudible] letter? 8 MR. REKOW: Yeah. 
9 THE COURT: While you're looking for some 10 demand in writing, Jet me move to yollf second 11 defense. Yop say that they have already received 12 monies in excess of their claim. 
13 So do you have some type of--for 14 example, you say $10,000 -- or $10,399.84. That 15 was the calculation you put in your answer. 16 And, as I understand it, that was money 
l 7 that was deducted apparently for electricity; is 18 that right? 
19 MR. REKOW: They claim thal but there's no 20 telling exactly what went on, because - do we 21 have the one that states the code and the 
22 Department of Labor --
.23 THE COURT: I've reviewed that. 
2~ lvfR. REKOW: And it says in Paren 2, end 25 paren, that -- anyway, they're supposed to supply 
1 MR. REKOW: I'd sure like to s1..-e what they 
2 were deducting for the whole time. I'd sure ·-
3 but all l have at thfa point is the formulas 4 supplied by the Depa.'1ment of Labor. 5 THE COURT: Okay. So I have this letter 
6 dated September 24, 2012. 
7 Counsel, have you seen this? 
S looks like what it says 
9 is: Due to the lack of action, yo,u are going to 
l(f take action to the ~but law would 11 that you detail a!! of your demands. 
12 Did you ever make demands 
13 need 
MR.REKOW: 
15 gave 
l.9 . 
20 ;)l"Mary ""'"'''""'' 21 ·~s. MCNAUGHTON: That's me, Your Honor. 22 MR REKOW: She does my typing. 
23 THE COURT: And, Counsel, did you see that 24 written demand? 
25 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor. At the time I 
l 
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a record of deductions made. And, for my entire period of employment, r received none of these, 
which according to that code is a misdemea11or. 
And, an"YJ.,ay, it took the Department of Labor to apprise those records from Weekes for the 
six months that they were statutorily allowed to 
make a request for. 
THE COURT: That you were statutorily 
allowed to make a request for? 
MR. REKOW: That they were-· the Department 
of Labor was statutorily allowed. 
THE COURT: The statute of limitations 
applies to you. And when you make a demand, if you wait to make your demand, then you waive any 
other claims that you make. 
MR REKOW: But, at this point, I was toid 
that that was the limit for receiving the 
documentation was six months. And •• 
THE COURT: For them, it was, yes. 
fvlR. REKQY{ Anyway, I don't know. l was 
told that I was giving up any other recompense 
that I could receive monies back or make other 
requests, That's what the Department of Labor 
told me. 
THE COURT: (Inaudible]. 
Pag<,; 8 
1 wasn't counsel for the Weekes, but I have seen it. 
2 THE COURT: Right. You've seen it since 
3 then? 
~ MS. BUX.l'ON: Yes. 
S THE COL1RT: Mr. Rekow, it looks like you 6 were also served at some point, perhaps in 
7 October, with a notice of increase in rent; is 8 that right? 
9 MR. REKOW: That is correct. 
10 THE COURT: And that happened after you made 11 the list of demands; is that right? 
1.2 MR. REKOW: l believe t.1lat is correct, yc5. 13 THE COURT: not under so 
can't sit there and talk on the 
1.5 that's in uu-..Juvu, 
18 THE COURT: No. How many ac;res do 
19 either think .~or that yciu're 20 responsible for? 
21 MR REKOW: [ don't know tbt; actual amount 22 of acres that constitute the house a•,1d area that 
23 I'm given. r haven~ stopped and 1neasured it out. 24 f have a vague idea of the bounda:ries ofit. 25 anyway, I also know 
I 
'"fi<Yaa 
1/15/2014 
1 Assessor's Office lists the address 9449 Brill 
Road as 90 acres. 
3 THE COlJRT: And you're responsible for the 
90 acres? 
5 MR. REKOW: Not in its entirety, no. 
6 THE COURT: And you can't tell me how much 
7 money you think should be accredited towards your 
8 rent? 
9 MR. RE.KOW: I believe the - I believe it's 
l O $ l 0,368 that has been diverted during my time of 
11 employment. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. For your electricity at 
13 the place? 
H MR. REKOW: As I understand -
15 Tiffi COURT: Well, let me ask this. 
16 Did you pay a dime towards the 
1 7 electricity at the place you stayed? 
18 MR. REKOW: As far as I understood, 1 was. 
19 However, the -- after seeing with the pay stub 
20 that was given to me, on the first, last, and only 
21 one that was ever given, directed to me on the day 
22 of my tem1ination, when l saw the amounts and the 
2 3 fact that the power was to be shut oft: which is 
N apparently a violation of 3620 as a method to get 
25 a tenant out. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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13 
u 
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don't have any idea where any of these deducted 
and diverted monies actually went. 
THE COURT: So of$10,000 that was paid, you 
believe some of that was supposed to go towards 
electricity? 
MR. REKOW. I believe it would be reasonable 
to think that it should have. I don't know that 
it did. 
THE COURT: All right And the suit that l 
sent to the District that was your suit 
seeking damages and specific performance and 
is that 
MR. R.EKOW: That would be correct. 
THE COURT: have you 
19 can't 
20 first of all, whether the complaint actually 
21 conforms with the law, because there's no 
22 allegation or anything alleged in the complaint 
23 that tells me the size of the acreage. And, of 
2~ course, the unlawful detainer statute may or may 
25 :-iot apply to agricultural land over five acres. 
5 . Fort 
Pag<? 10 
l nm COURT: Well, I'm still -- can you 
2 answer my question or not? 
3 MR. REKOW: Yes, I can. 
4 THE COURT: Okay. Now, you told the 
5 Department of Labor that, in fact, they couldn't 
6 deduct money for your electricity; is that right? 
7 MR. REKOW; I stated that I had never signed 
8 anything giving them permission to deduct monies. 
9 THE COlJRT: Okay. But you're telling me 
10 today that you thought that that was being 
11 deducted from your paycheck; is that right? 
12 Nffi.. REKOW: You know, and I -- during the 
13 period that r worked there, I began to doubt that 
14 lfie monies being deducted were going to electric 
15 power, because on multiple occasions Idaho Power 
16 was present, wanting to shut off the power for 
l 7 lack of payment. So I don't -· 
18 THE COURT: Back to my original question: 
19 How much money did you pay for electricity? 
20 MR. REKOW: Without seeing /l record, l can't 
21 say anything aoout any time other than that, when 
22 I was in charge of the electric power after the 
23 announcemertt that the power was to be shut off, at 
2 4 which point [ was paying between 61 and $62 a 
25 month directly to Idaho Power. Other than that, r 
Page 12 
1 MR. REKOW: And r did work on that land as 
2 part of my employment, and l was out on it all the 
3 time doing things. 
4 THE COURT: No, I'm not asking you a 
5 question. l'm asking counsel. 
6 In reviewing the statute in preparation 
7 today, one of the things I generally see alleged 
8 that the statute apparently requires is the 
9 information as it relates to whether it's 
10 agricultural land over five acres. 
11 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, in Paragraph l of 
the it identifies the as the 
, 13 ov.ners and lessors of premises located at 9449 
14 Brill Road and an Idaho of less than 
me it's well over five 
18 MR R.EKOW: That understand that it 
19 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, that's not my 
20 understanding. 
21 THE COURT: Does anybody have the 
22 infonnation from the Assessor's Office? 
23 MR REKOW: Not on us. And ifthere was a 
24 way to go down and receive it, that would be good. 
25 THE COURT: Counsel, let me hear from you as 
3 ( 
, ID 
Weekes v. Rekow 1/15/2014 
want to some 
concern as it relates to, specifically, the lists 
of demands that were made an.d \\'hetber or not 
5 defects were cured after the demands were made and 5 whether or not that is an affinnative defense, 
7 because it does appear to apply here. 
8 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, do you just want me 
9 to give argument, or do you want me to walk 
10 Mr. Weekes through that? 
11 THE COURT: No. [ think it's complete. It's 
12 probably sufficient. I want to hear argument as 
13 to why l should grant the uniawful detainer today. 
HI MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, I think that the 
15 complaint alleges everything that's required under 
Hi the statute. The affinnative defense, the first 
l 7 affirmative defense is a retaliatory evktion, an 
18 affirmative defense which is recognizable under 
19 the statute and previous case law. 
2 O However. r don't think it applies here, 
21 because the -- as Mr. Rekow has indicated, he has 
22 lived a( the property for over four years. On 
23 other occasions, he has complained about certain 
2,g things liberally to rvfr. Weekes. And those items 
25 have been corrected, spedficaliy in regards to 
were ""'"'P.r·r.on 
3 With respect to the eviction notice 
4 that was served in July, I do note that Mr. Weekes 
5 •• or excuse me, Mr. Rekow appears to have signed 6 that notice and agreed to it. However, he 
7 remained on the property at that time. Mr. Weekes 
8 and Mrs. Weekes took no other action to evict him 
9 at that point and allowed him to remain under the 
10 condition that he would continue to pay rent. 
11 He has not paid rent, as required, in 
12 September. That was due even before the notice of 
13 increase in rent was sent. And it was before the 
l4 notice of defects was received. And he has 
15 continued to live there without paying rent. 
16 So I don't think \1r. Rekow has met his 
1 7 burden under the statute to -- that this is a 
18 retaliatory eviction in any sense. He has 
19 continued to live there without paying rent. 
20 With i:espect to the second affinnative 
21 defense, that appears to be a defense to a claim 
22 for damages under -- for failure to pay rent. Ali 
2 3 that the Weekes received m here is possession of 
24 the property. They're not alleging claim for 
25 damages at this point So I don't think that 
Page :s i P3g~ :6 
1 agreement and all of its tenns were both between 
l second affirmative dcfer.sc is well taken. 
2 THE COURT: Well, let me ask this. Counsel. 
3 I read as Mr. Rekow is saying, ''Look, I've already 
~ paid $ !0,000 That certainly covers my rent more 
5 than enough, based on what other additional monies 6 were withheld from my paycheck." 
? if that's the case, whether I find 
S his rent at $200 or 21 0 and then pump it up to 
!1l 700, I agree with Mr. Rekow with the fact that his 
1 O rent may very well be covered late into this year. 
MS. BUXTON: Your with respect to 
the 
19 
20 and don't see that that was in writing 
21 in a lease agreement. And all of that has to be 
22 in writing as it relates to a rental or a sale. 
2 3 Do you have a document that I missed 
2 41 where it was in writing? 
25 MS. BUXTON: Your HonoL The lease 
2 Mr. Rekow and Mr. Weekes. 
3 THE COURT: All right. How about the third 
4 affirmative defense, the warranty of habitability? 
5 MS. BUXTON: Your Honor, it's my 
6 understanding that Mr. Rekow lived on the property 
7 prior to a rental agreement being entered into. 
8 THE COURT: Um-hmm. 
9 MS. BUXTON: He lived there with another 
10 former employee of the Weekes. The condition of 
11 the house at the time was explained to Rekow. 
12 l! was explained that if·· had to terminate 
13 the former At that 
14 to the 
15 
16 
17 
18 
,u 
20 continuing to live at the house in that·· in its 
21 condition it was in at the time. And that was 
22 agreed to as being okay. 
2 3 It's -- r haven't seen the pictures 
24 that were alleged to be attached to the f't1rrmi,»nt 
2 5 in the other case. But it's my 
St, Boise, ID 702 
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1 the condition of the house has deteriorated, not 
2 due to the fault of Mr. or Mrs. Weekes, but due to 3 the fault of Mr. Rekow the four and a half 
years that he has !ived there. 
5 So don't think that there's an issue 
6 of warranty of habitability. His-· the basic 
7 safety and health needs have been satisfied at the 
8 house. Any time there has been an issue with the 
9 water or other issues, those things have been 
10 taken care of. 
11 THE COlJRT: Mr. Rekow, I'll hear your 
12 responses. 
13 MJt REKOW: Let's see, first of all, there 
U were indeed a couple of actions taken to attempt 
15 to correct the water. And, afrerthat point, it 
16 was pretty well given up on. 
1 7 And, at the point that the previous 
18 tenant no longer lived there, r was actually 
19 offered by Ronny, he says, you know, "1'11 employ 20 you at a given rate, and you pay for the house." 
21 Furthennore, in the question ofthe 
22 electricity, there's anot'ier factor that hasn't 
23 really been mentioned here. The pump that feeds 
24 the house also feed~ the fann. And there's really 
25 no way to detennine totaily how much of the 
Paga 13 
1 TI-IE COURT: Because I don't believe any 
2 person should be living in the house, which is 
3 probably why I'm going to have you removed, 
4 because it's not habitable. 
5 MR REKOW: Atthis point I have not been 6 able to use the prezmses as a residence, because I 
7 don't know if this was but 1 was 
8 attacked Mr. Weekes --
9 THE And, again, not relevant today. 
10 REKOW: - which directly·· it-
the eviction notice -~ I consider it 
the eviction was because 
13 was in relation to the 
to 
And when was 
hr~Jltf'11ie<! the last with 
20 and eviction for asking for any more repairs of 
21 any kind -1 mean, I stiii have possessions that 
22 J need to move away from the property and the 
2 3 inclement weather has been --
:Z 4 COURT: Let me ask this. 
w. 
Page :e 
l electricity that has been used -· no way to 
2 detennine what has been used by whom. 
3 THE COURT: Why should I hold Mr. Weekes 4 accountable for that? 
5 MR. REKOW: I feel that in such cases 1 am 
6 found to be i iab!e for use of electricity, that 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
I 12 
13 
there needs to be a way to separate those services 
which have been used directly by and for 
Mr. Weekes and by and for the purposes of 
Mr. Weekes from those which were used for-· 
TIIE COURT: Well, that's not what we're here 
for today. 
MR. REKOW: Okay. 
14 
15 
THE COURT: Today we're simply here for 
whether or not they get possession of the property 
16 back. 
17 MR. REKOW: And, furthennore, I state that 
18 there's simply no way that I could have caused 
19 these damages to the property. I've got another, 
20 you know, 170 photographs here that didn't get 21 
22 
23 
I 24 
25 
filed as exhibits, because these need to go to the 
other one. But I can show you without -· 
THE COURT: No, J agree. 
MR. REKOW: I can show you without a doubt 
Page 2:l 
l employment with the Weekes, Mr. Rekow? 
2 MR. REKOW: The termination of employment 
3 occurred on, r believe, July the 30th. 
4 THE COURT: Okay. And how much rent have 5 you paid since July the 30th? 
6 MR. REKOW: From July the 30th, 1 paid $200. 
7 And 1 don't have the record here, except on a 
8 thumb drive, which you probably can't accept. 
9 THE COURT: Well, let's assume that you 
10 $200. 
11 
12 that time I 
13 realized -
THE COURT: 
MR.REKOW: 
months since 
18 l'vfR REKOW: I have not, because feel that 
19 money is already 
20 Now, I paid September lst--
21 THE COURT: Ma'am, are you iicensed to 
22 practice law? 
23 MR. REKOW: - for August. 
24 MS. MCNAUGHTON: No, sir. I just have the 
. , :Boise ID 
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documents. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
3 MS. MCNAUGHTON: And that's all i was doing, 
was 
5 THE COURT: The date? 
6 MS. MCNAUGHTON: -- the date .. yes~ 
1 l\-'ffi.. REKOW: On September 1st, I did, in 
8 fact, pay for August, because previously I had 
Sl been paying at the end of the month of residence. 
10 And, at this point here with the 
11 increase ofrent from tvfr. Flemming, which 
12 strangely coincides with his retainer fee -
13 anyway, by the time that I realized that I had 
H overpaid these people, not by my choice, you know, 15 that's a very seriou:, insult I feel that·· 
16 THE COURT: Well, I'm still trying to figure 
l supposed to pay rent.. You tell them that you 
2 didn't authonze them to withhold electricity. 
3 And then today you tried to tell me that you guys 
4 ta!ke-d about it artd you knew it was going to be 
5 withheld, but now you're not sure how much ought 
6 to have been withheld. 
7 MR. REKOW: You know what I stated to them 
8 was that I had not given them -· 
9 THE COURT: Not authorized, I understand 10 that. 
ll MR. REKOW: - any pennission. And, at this 
12 point, we have one, the determination that shows 
13 the amounts that were deducted. And also we have 
14 the pay stubs that were supplied for -- I believe 
15 it's January through -- February or January 
16 through July. 17 out how you are proving to the Court that you 
18 overpaid. Because it sounds to me like you have 
U no records, that you don't support it. 
1 17 THE COURT: Let me ask you, Mr. Rekow, do 18 you have anything else that you want to tell me 
19 that's not either contained in your answer or that 20 It sounds to me like -- 2 O you haven't to!d l!lC as Jo why I sh9uJdn't grant 21 l\!IR. REKOW: We have -- the termination, 21 them possession of the property? 22 please? 22 MR. REKOW: At this point the reason why J 2 3 THE COURT: - you have told tlie Department 23 feel that, and that there are no records 
24 available, is because they have been unlawfully 
24 of Labor something entirely different than you're 
25 telling me today. You acknowledge that you were , 25 not supplied to me. I would be able to supply you 
1 
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with an exact record that shows exactly how much. , 
But I have to apprise these out of the Weekes. I belrreve t'1at accordLrig to what is shown there, it 
shows it pretty well what l have had taken from 
me. And, at this point... 
COURT: All right Well, in walking 
the case, starting with your warranty of 
it look$ to me, and thmk that the 
fact matter is, the property is old and the 
house probably have been demolished a 
couple of years ago. And the Weekes shouldn't 
have done any favor you to !ive in 
that it looks it was that old. 
MR REKOW: have been additional 
rn il's 
to say, stay at the 
property, in a place that's unsafe." It's not in a condition that it could be easily repaired. I 
have looked at the pictures you attached to your 
answer, and they're very persuasive. 
The second affirmative defense, which 
Page 24 
l is the one I find more difficult to deal with, is 
2 the money that was withheld for electricity. 
3 That's a separate suit. You guys can sue each 
4 other as much as you like to try to figure out how 5 to make the funds even. 
6 I'll note, to the extent the Department 
7 could, they did award you $1,273, You sat on your S hands. You did not bring a timely suit You 
9 didn't bring a demand early enoug,1 to have them 
10 award you additional funds. That's there's a 
11 statute of limitations, so that someone can't sit 
12 on their hands and make a years later 
13 and try to get a lump sum 
do 
15 
16 would 
1 7 don't have sufficient 
know to deduct and what not deduct as 19 it relates to electricity, which is part of the 
20 reason that Idaho Law requires that you guys do 
21 all of this stuff in writing. 
22 As it relates to the first affirmative 
23 defense, f can't find that this eviction was in 
24 retaliation for a number of reasons. It looks 
25 like there were attempts from the past that 
6 ( 
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the property. you 
made the rental payment in September and have 3 
nothing since then. You're wanting the Court to 4 
rely on incomplete records of an agreement where 5 
electricity was supposed to be taken. 6 
The legal issues as it relates to the 7 911 call, the batteries and so forth, I can't find 8 
at this point that this particular eviction is 9 
retaliatory. Based on the history that has gone 10 
on here, certainly there's another suit that you 11 guys have pending that will sort out most of the 12 
other issues that you have going on. 13 So, at this point, I'm going to grant l4 
the motion for unlawful detainer. 15 And, Counsel, if you have an order, 16 l'll sign that order. f 17 
Mr. Weekes, I'll go ahead .. I don't 18 know if you have copies, but I do wa.i-1t to return 19 
to you the letter and the demand that you guys 20 have, because I don't know if you have additional 21 
copies or not And, clearly, you guys may need 22 
tl-iose. 23 
MR WEEKES: Are they mine or -- 24 
THE COURT: They're Mr. Rekow's, r believe. 
1 
25 
~ . - ~ ,_,..,, - - --
-
I 
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And, Counsel, as it relates to l 
attorneys' fees, you'il need to give me an 2 
affidavit of the time spent that supports the 3 
request for attorneys' fees. 4 
MS. BUXTON: Okay, Your Honor. 5 THE COURT: So rm to reserve -· and 6 fU mite this on the judgment - reserve 7 
attorneys' fees. And l have just wrote 8 
that in. I have the judgment I do have 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
f 17 
18 
' 19 
of restitution? 20 
MS. BUXTON: The writ of restitution. 21 
THE COURT: I think the clerks non:nally 22 
issue the \¥1:'its. 23 
MS. BUXTON: Okay. Thank you. 24 T'clE COURT: The Court is in recess. 25 
to have the writ of restitution issued my 
clerk. So then it would be up to the sheriff as 
to when the sheriff could get out and have you 
removed. 
I know that you guys have a long 
history here. rm guessing there was certainly a 
point where you guys got along much better than you do now. 
MR. REKOW: I just-- I'd like a reasonable 
amount of time, considering the weather and the 
amount of resources necessary to get out. 
1HE COURT: Yeah. Unfortunately, I can't give you a reasonable amount ofti..ine. All r can do is sign this order You may be able to talk to Mr. Weekes and his counsel, and they can give you 
a reasonable time. 
A lot of times when r sign these, what 
the parties do, is negotiate and say, "Look, I'm 
not going to have the sheriff come out for seven days.'' But th,at's up to you guys. And it's up to 
the sheriff. 
The law requires, and I will award, 
costs in the amount of$96. 
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I, Tiffany fisher, Court Reporter Pro 
Tempore, County of Ada, State of Idaho, hereby 
certify: 
That: am the reporter who took the 
proceedings had in the above-entitled action in 
machine shorthand and thereafter the same was 
reduced into typewriting under my direct 
supervision; and 
That the foregoing transcript contains a 
full, true, and accurate record of the proceedings 
had in the above and foregoing cause. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set 
my hand this 2%1' of c)._"-"""-1 
kX IJ.1'/8/r l(l 
/I) /J4w.t:S 
fl LiJ 5 (}.t!)Vl~ SH1:x2'T 
Mr. Timothy Fleming 
ty for Weekes 
Re: Defects at 9449 Brill Rd., Letha, ID 83636 
The defects listed below have been verbally 
reported to Mr. Ron Weekes (or Mr. Wayne Weekes) 
over the course of Mr. Wm. D. Rekow's residency of 
abovementioned property. In accordance with 
Idaho Code, Mr. Rekow submits this written list. 
At this time, Mr._ Rekow disputes your letter's 
claim that "there is no written agreement" and 
counters that the date for monies to change hands for this property has been agreed to as the 1st, not 
the 15th. In light of your positionpl discrepancy, 
Mr. Rekow cannot make a firm response to your 
monetary request at this time. 
DEFECTS NOTED AND/OR PREVIOUSLY BROUGHT TO OWNERS' ATTENTION: 
No constant water supply 
akin roof, central section, west si 
ire ng roof surface 
tic access, all set, 
ou window entry room s a 
sintegrated frame and has llen out 
st side has s 
West side den window and small bedroom window on 
s no screens 
Large bedroom, large window, outside sill entirely 
rotted away, causing hole in wall 
Wood pellet burning stove has never been 
operational 
East side of house has plywood screwed onto door frame in lieu of actual door 
North facing section of house roof has boards 
rotted away, allowing access by pests and nesting birds 
Several holes in bathroom baseboards allow mice into house 
Small east side room, off of living room, roof leak 
water runs down interior wall 
Exterior siding in multiple locations falling away 
Non-operational porch light fixture 
ring and 
ceiling 
tches living room light and 
non-functional - ssible fire z 
s 
s 
on 
0 
Wiring for exhaust fan and auxiliary lights in bathroom do not function 
The fulcrum in the kitchen sink fail~d and lea 
everywhere 
va ve seals 
constantly 
il runs 
Large holes in kitchen ceiling, due to roof leak, 
allow debris to fall out onto kitchen floor 
Tool shed roof leaks and cracked rafters are 
leading to roof failure 
Septic system fails when irrigation causing yard to flood, drain field does not drain, t~ilet becomes 
unusable 
Air leaks around many window frames,in den on west 
side of house 
Large hole in den wall (approx. 2 et square) has been "repairedu with a piece of 18 gauge sheet 
metal placed in front of hole - does not stop 
prevailing winds entering house 
OUTSIDE THE STRUCTURE 
Mult le "volunteer" locust shoots are impinging on power l nes 
noxious l 
stant flooding around pump house (mosquito 
breeding habitat) 
main power line to e to 
within 6 feet of the ground, making it hazardous to 
drive any large piece of equipment beneath it 
in r e s oft e t s 
is near falling over 
Leak in water supply lines to house causes pump to 
start and run excessively 
Exterior perimeter soffit of house shows results of 
leakage, rot and cracking 
Paint peeled away from soffit, showing water damage 
from leaks inside soffit 
Visible roof truss shows impacted, buckled and 
failing due to damage from an unkno~n falling 
object 
The foregoing list of defects has been hand 
delivered to the attorney for Ronald Weekes, one 
Timothy Fleming, Esq., at his offices on Washington 
Avenue, Emmett, Gem County, Idaho, on iday, 
September 14th, 2012. 
on, 
t 
September 19, 2012 
Timothy L. Fleming, 
1312 S. Washington Ave., Suite F 
Err1Jnett, ID 83617 
Re: 9449 Brill Rd - R Weekes - Remedy of Defects 
Dear Mr. Fleming: 
On Friday, September 14, 2012, you were provided with a list of defects in or on the 
above-named property. Please be advised that your client has not begun to remedy said defects within the time prescribed by Idaho Code 6-320. 
At this time, there are 2 additional items to be added to the original list: 
Resident had to purchase both the tool and materials to secure the tin covering the porch over the entry door; and, 
One area of roof leakage is directly above a light fixture/ceiling fan, indicative of 
a possible fire hazard and/or electrocution if it is engaged. 
Very truly yours, 
Rekow 
Declaration of Service 
I, Mauri McNaughton do hereby declare: I am a resident of Emmett, County of Gem, State of Idaho. i am over the age of twenty-one (21 ). I am not a party to the action. 
On Friday, September i4th, 2012 I hand-delivered a letter entitled List of Defects at/in 
or on 9449 Brill Road, Letha ID to Timothy L. Fleming, Attorney, at 1312 South Washington Avenue, Suite F, Emmett, ID 83617. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed this 19th day of September, 2012 at Emmett, Gem County, Idaho. 
Mauri McNaughton 
mmn 
September 21, 2012 
Timothy :/ Fleming, Esq. 
1312 S. Washington Ave., Suite F 
Emmett, ID 83617 
Re: Retrieval of personal property in possession of Weekes, et al. 
Dear Mr. Fleming: 
Since both Ron and Angela Weekes will not respond to my telephone request to return 
my personal property, I have no choice but to make this written request to you. 
The property involved is: 
A large chassis grease gun assembly and its wheel carriage (last known to be in 
their shop in downtown Letha); ~ 
A rock drill (painted red); 
A receiver for a trailer hitch sans ball, as it is designed for use with drawn farm 
equipment; and, 
An adaptor fitting assembly for an air compressor. 
If you will advise me, telephonically, where and when I may take possession of these 
items, it would be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you for your courtesy and cooperation in this regard. 
William D. Rekow 
Declaration of Service 
I, Mauri McNaughton do hereby declare: I am a resident of Emmett, County of Gem, 
State of Idaho. I am over the age of twenty-one l ). I am not a party to the action. 
On Friday, September 21st, 2012 I hand-delivered a ietter entitled Return of Personai 
Property of William D. Rekow to Timothy L. Fleming, Attorney, at 1312 South 
Washington Avenue, Suite F, Emmett, ID 83617. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed this 21st day of September, 2012 at Emmett, Gem County, Idaho. 
Mauri McNaughton 
mmn 
September 24, 2012 
Timothy Fleming, 
1312 South Washington A venue, Suite F 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Re: Notice of Intent to File 
Dear Mr. Fleming: 
Due to the lack of action on the part of your client, Ronald Weekes, owner of the 9449 
Brill Rd., property, to take action to remedy the defects, I will be availing myself of any 
and all remedies granted me under the Idaho Code. 
Very truly yours, 
William D. Rekow 
WDRJmmn 
Cc: Weekes@ POB 37, 83636 
Declaration of Service 
I, Mauri McNaughton do hereby declare: I am a resident of Emmett, County of Gem, 
State of Idaho. I am over the age of twenty-one (21 ). I am not a party to the action. 
On Monday, September 24th, 2012 I hand-deiivered a letter entitled Notice of Intent to 
File to Timothy L. Fleming, Attorney, at 1312 South Washington Avenue, Suite F, 
Emmett, ID 83617. 
A copy of said letter was placed in the United State mail, addressed to Ron and Angela 
Weekes, Post Office Box 37, Letha, Idaho 83636, with postage fully paid, at the Emmett 
Post Office, located at Main St. and Johns Ave. in Emmett. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed this 24th day of September, 2012 at Emmett, Gem County, Idaho. 
Mauri McNaughton 
mmn 
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MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED 
DATE: October 26, 2012 
TO: Marina Reynoso 
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FACSIMILE COVER SHEET 
REClPIENT'S FAX: 208-454-7720 
-----------
CLIENT: 2249-01 Labor Compliam;:e Officer 
RE: Wage Claim for William DaShan Rckow 
Respondent's Response to Wage Claim 
FROM: Jill S. Holinka/Kat 
NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET: l3 
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